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Dear Polar Collectors:
Welcome to our latest Polar Catalogue. It has been over two years since our last catalogue and over that time the shop
has undergone a lot of changes, including staffing and hours, but most importantly, we have changed our cataloguing
software over to a superior system, although it has taken us some time to fully implement it. We are starting to get
back on track and hope that we will be able to have regular spring and fall catalogues out in the future; we are also
planning to exhibit at regular bookfairs throughout the year and keep in contact with our customers that way as well.
I would also like to introduce Katie Yablecki to everyone. She has been with the shop for over two years, but this is
her first of, hopefully, many catalogues. We are also hoping to have a new website in place by year end; this will
integrate well with the new software and replace the old and outdated website we are currently using.
I feel that the current offering has some interesting and unusual material and hopefully something to interest our
Arctic, Antarctic and Klondike collectors. We are already planning our next catalogue which will heavily feature a
group of Polar artifacts, books and ephemera from the collection of Fred Goldberg.
Best regards,
Cameron and Katie

All prices listed are net in CAD, USD and GBP. Accepted methods of payment include: credit card (Visa and
Mastercard), cheque and/or money order, payable on a North American bank. Reciprocal trade terms apply.
Institutions can be invoiced. Postage and insurance costs not included; please advise by phone or email for specific
shipping instructions. Books can be returned within one week of receipt.
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1.

Abruzzi (H.R.H. the Duke of The)
Farther North Than Nansen Being the Voyage of the Polar Star London Howard Wilford Bell 1901
[iv],97,[1]pp. Tall Octavo (approximately 26cm tall). Original yellow and black/yellow pictorial gray cloth.
Not illustrated. Some minor soiling to covers, but overall a much superior copy to what is usually found.
Does not appear to be in the A.B.. Very scarce, with there being a much expanded version two years later published as
On the "Polar Star" in the Arctic Sea.
[141326] $900 ~ USD 720 ~ £550 (image on inside of front cover)

2.

Adams-Ray, Edward [S. A. Andree]
The Andree Diaries. Being the Diaries and Records of S.A. Andree, Nils Strindberg and Knut Franenkel,
Written During Their Balloon Expedition to the North Pole in 1897 and Discovered on White Island in 1930,
Together with a Complete Record of the Expedition and Discovery London John Lane The Bodley Head 1931
xx,[2],471pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth with black lettering on front cover and spine. Illustrated with plates
from photos (including frontispiece) and folding maps. Original illustrated dust wrapper in almost as new
condition, with only slight soiling.
The definitive record of Andree's ill-fated balloon expedition, written thirty-three years after the fact. This popular
account seems to have been missed in the Arctic Bibliography. Very scarce in this condition and with a beautiful dust
wrapper.
[140530] $250 ~ USD 200 ~ £150
An incredibly rare item!

3.

Amundsen, Capt. Roald
Souvenir of Lecture: "How we Reached the South Pole" Bristol Geo. Gordon &
Son 1912
[8 pp.] Octavo. Original printed blue/green wrappers. Black printed
illustration on front wrapper. Stapled as issued; the staples area bit rusty.
Portrait of Amundsen on the title page. Six other black and white illustrations.
Single page profile map. A little light soiling, otherwise in very nice condition.
This is the lecture brochure for Amundsen’s November/December 1912 English lecture
tour recounting his trip to the South Pole. The tour started at the Royal Geographical
Society, November 15, and ended in Paris, December 16th, with a total of 26 lectures
in 31 days including travel--I think the trip to the South Pole was less arduous! This
is the first example of this brochure we have seen and it seems unusually scarce.
[141840] $850 ~ USD 680 ~ £520

4.

Amundsen, Roald
Playing Cards: Captain Amundsen, Discoverer of the South Pole London Worshipful Company of Makers of
Playing Cards 1912
Original dark green gilt stamped box (7 X 9.5 X 2.5 cm.) 52 player cards with gilt edges. Minor wear, but
overall in great condition. The box has somewhat more wear to the edges. Cards have a red border.
The Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards has been producing presentation packs and commemorative packs
of cards since 1882. Each year they choose a different theme, of which the Antarctic has been chosen twice; see our other
listing for the other set. The present example is extremely decorative and shows Amundsen and his crew at the South
Pole. Each one of the cards shows the same scene with a normal image of the regular suit of cards on the obverse. The
deck was issued in two colours: blue and red. The ace of spades shows the image of the Master of the Society and W.B.M.
Bird as well. Complete decks with the original box are very scarce, even among card collectors. I have been trying to find
a set of these cards for over ten years and finally acquired a set four years ago in the blue.
[140680] $750 ~ USD 600 ~ £460
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Gosta Bodman’s copy with his bookplate and signature in both volumes
5.

Amundsen, Roald
Sydpolen Den Norske Sydpolsfaerd Med Fram 1910-1912 Kristiania Jacob Dybwads Forlag 1912
Two volumes. Octavo. The first issue with the red flag on the tipped down front board illustration. Original
gilt lettered decorated blue cloth. Original end papers. Sepia toned portrait, plates and illustrations (some
full page) in text from photos and four folding maps and charts. Spines have almost no fading, which is
unusual for this title. A superior copy to most others.
Rosove 8.A2; Spence 14. Account of the 1910-12 Norwegian Antarctic expedition. Amundsen, having learned that
Peary had made his claim on the North Pole, changed course for
the South Pole, crossed the Antarctic Circle on Jan. 2, 1911, and
made the first motor passage of the ice pack, arriving at the Bay of
Whales on Jan. 14, 1911. Amundsen established depots as far
south as 82 S and made a premature bid on the pole on Sept. 8,
1911, reaching only 80 S before turning back; on Oct. 20, 1911,
they set out again. On December 14, 1911, Amundsen, Bjaaland,
Wisting, Hassel and Hanssen, became the first men to reach the
South Pole. This copy has the polar bookplates of Gosta Bodman
in each volume. Bodman was the meteorologist and hydrographer
on the Nordenskjold, Swedish Antarctic expedition of 1901-1904.
Both volumes are also signed on the front free endpaper in 1916
by Bodman. A fantastic copy of a cornerstone title with an
explorer’s provenance.
[141852] $3,250 ~ USD 2,600 ~ £2,000

A rare item; not listed in Peel, Sabin or any of the other usual bibliographies
6.

Anderson, James
Letter from Chief Factor James Anderson to Sir George Simpson, F.R.G.S., Governor in Chief of Rupert Land,
Communicated by the Hudson's Bay Company London W. Clowes and Sons 1856
8pp. Octavo. Bound in the original pale green wrappers, uncut. Small marking in black ink to top corner of
the front wrapper; top corner of the back wrapper creased, with one other minor crease near the fore edge of
the back wrapper. Internally clean and an overall well preserved copy.
AB 445 (RGS Journal article only), not in Peel, Sabin or other usual bibliographies.
Concerns the expedition lead by James Anderson in 1855 from Great Slave Lake, via
Back River to Chantrey Inlet and the islands at its mouth, in search of Sir John
Franklin: "from Fort Resolution: 2 June - 16 September; organized by the Hudson's
Bay Company on receipt of Rae's report of his discovery of Franklin relics in 1854 [...]
Anderson and Stewart were to descend back River to its mouth and determine finally
the fate of the Franklin expedition. They canoed to the mouth of Back River, where they
found articles from Franklin's ships in the possession of Eskimos; [and] searched
Montreal Island, where they found more relics [...]. They added little to Rae's
findings[...]", (Cooke & Holland,"The Exploration of Northern Canada"). An
incredibly rare item in very good condition.
[141260] $6,000 ~ USD 4,800 ~ £3,700
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An attractive and rare item, with only four other examples having been located thus far
7.

[Antarctic Expedition, James Clark Ross (1839-1843), Edward Sabine]
Report of the Committee of Physics and Meteorology of the Royal Society Relative to the Observations to Be
Made in the Antarctic Expedition and in the Magnetic Observatories London Richard and John E Taylor. 1840
120, (7) pp.pp. Octavo. Bound in the original straight grained black cloth. New black cloth spine to match.
Original title label on front board. Original yellow coated endpapers. Two armourial bookplates on the front
pastedown. Small round label below the original presentation inscription. Inner joints have been
professionally repaired to match. Seven leaves of forms, one folding. Four folding charts, one with a
contemporary manuscript change. A very nice and clean attractive copy.
Rosove 280-4.A2; Spence 1011; Denuce 790. Very rare, separately published scientific manual for use on the Ross
Antarctic Expedition of 1839-1843 inscribed from Edward Sabine to an unknown recipient at West Point Military
Academy in the name of the Contributors (name partially erased). Following a general report by the President and
Council of the Royal Society which laid out the objectives of the various committees devoted to specific branches of the
sciences, the present 'Manuel' of the physics and meteorology committee was published. What may be called the first
edition of the manual was developed to direct and aid the scientists; it resulted primarily from the efforts of the separate
physics and meteorology committees[...] the manuals are commonly considered to have been the model for the Antarctic
Manual of the use of the Expedition of 1901, prepared and edited by George Murray for Scott's Discovery Expedition.
But their functions were quite different. The Royal Society manuals were chiefly technical and intended for field use by
specialized scientists[…]to that end, the work includes blank forms for recording observations of magnetometer and
meteorological instruments(Rosove). The Present example is inscribed by Edward Sabine, a veteran of both John Ross
and William Parry expeditions, member of the Royal Society and scientific advisor to the Admiralty. The book also bears
the bookplate of Francis Gray Smart (1844-1912), a physician, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, and member of
the Royal Meteorological Society. The present example is Rosove's second issue, with the corrected Memorandum on
the -107-120. Both this issue and the preceding (also published in 1840) are described by Rosove as "Very Rare" with
only four examples of either issue located by him. Only the Franklin Brooke-Hitching copy with two leaves supplied has
appeared at auction in the last half century (Sotheby's London 30 September 2015, lot 1080 selling for 16, 250 Pounds).
[140931] $30,000 ~ USD 24,000 ~ £18,400

8.

Armitage, Albert B.
Two Years in the Antarctic, Being a Narrative of the British National Antarctic Expedition London Edward
Arnold 1905
[i-iv],v-xx, 315, [1],16 pp. Octavo. Original pictorial green cloth with gilt lettered spine and white lettered
front board. Twenty-eight photographic illustrations on sixteen plates (including frontispiece); fifty-four line
illustrations in text; folding coloured map (at end). Top edge a bit dust soiled. A few pages untrimmed.
Sixteen page publisher’s catalogue at the end, dated October 1905. A very attractive copy of a scarce title
with only the slightest bit of fading to the spine.
Rosove 17.A1; Spence 67. A first hand account of Scott's 'Discovery'
expedition, by the second-in-command. Armitage was an officer in the
merchant services with the P & O Line, which led to some friction with Scott,
whose own naval background certainly clashed with the Merchant Marine way
of doing things. This account allowed Armitage to provide some much needed
cash flow to help support his family after his return. One of the scarcest of the
heroic age narratives and very rare in this condition.
[141858] $3,250 ~ USD 2,600 ~ £2,000
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9.

Barrow, John
A Chronological History of Voyages Into the Arctic Regions; Undertaken Chiefly for the Purpose of
Discovering a North-East, North-West, or Polar Passage Between the Atlantic and Pacific: From the Earliest
Periods of Scandinavian Navigation, to the Departure of the Recent Expeditions, Under the Orders of
Captains Ross and Buchan London John Murray 1818
viii, 379,[48]pp. Octavo. Original paper covered boards with the original paper title label to the spine. Half
title. Large folding engraved map frontis, three engraved plans in the appendix. Fore edge and bottom edge
of text block uncut. Wear to the boards with chipping and rubbing along the edges; large chip missing from
both the head and tail of the spine. Corners bumped and some spotting to both boards. Toning to the top
edge of the textblock. Previous owner’s bookplate to front pastedown. Occasional foxing throughout, but
mostly clean internally. Comes in a custom-made clamshell case. Binding tight and an overall good copy in
the original binding.
NMM I-1035; Not in Arctic Bibl. Barrow, who had made one whaling voyage to Greenland in his youth, was appointed
Second Secretary to the Admiralty in 1804, and served for the next forty years. He used his position to become prime
advocate of British polar exploration in the first half of the nineteenth century, and was, with William Scoresby Jr., the
man behind the opening salvo, the first voyage of John Ross, and that of Buchan in 1818. "More than any other man not
actually employed in its operations, he had contributed to the splendid results (in arctic discovery) obtained in the
nineteenth century. Point Barrow, Cape Barrow, and Barrow Straits[...]attest the estimation in which his friendship was
held by the explorers of his time." DNB.
[141460] $1,500 ~ USD 1,200 ~ £920

10.

Bent, Silas (1820-1887)
An Address Delivered Before the St. Louis Mercantile Library Association, January 6th, 1872, upon the
Thermal Paths to the Pole, the Currents of the Ocean, and the Influence of the Latter upon the Climates of the
World Saint Louis The R.P. Studley Co. 1872
40 pp.pp. Octavo. Original gilt stamped purple pebbled cloth. Mild old vertical crease through the boards
and the text block. Edges of text block and boards a bit worn. Folding coloured map of the world as a
frontispiece. Folding circumpolar map at the rear. Contents are clean and without fault.
Arctic Biblio. 1345. Bent's original address to the St. Louis Mercantile Association was on December 10th, 1868 and
repeated early in 1869. This third address was three years later and this publication was enlarged to forty pages from
twenty-nine and an additional map added. The publication contains an explanation of the Northern Ocean Currents,
evidence in support of the Open Polar Sea and comments on later polar exploration. A presentation copy to the Royal
Institution Library in 1875. The title on the front board is "Gateways to the Pole" with a great gilt map of the supposed
Open Polar Sea. Scarce.
[140955] $325 ~ USD 260 ~ £200

11.

Binney, George
The Eskimo Book of Knowledge London Hudson's Bay Company 1931
237pp. Octavo. Original printed paper covered boards with attached illustration. A small rubber stamp of the
Hudsons Bay Company on the rear of the front free endpaper. Endpaper maps. Eight plates. An almost new
copy.
Arctic Biblio. 1569. Text is in both English and Eskimo(Labrador dialect). Quite scarce, especially in this condition.
[140928] $325 ~ USD 260 ~ £200

12.

Binney, George
With Seaplane and Sledge in the Arctic. London Hutchinson & Co. c 1925
287pp.pp. Octavo in original blue cloth with many plates from photos. Frontispiece. Spine a bit faded but
less so than normal. Folding map. very good
Arctic Bibl. 1572. Narrative of the Oxford University Arctic Expedition of 1924, to explore the icecap of Northeast Land,
Svalbard. Includes one of the earliest uses of aircraft in the Arctic. Signed by the author at the end of the foreward and
dated 1926. Also the copy of Robert Moss signed and dated on the front free endpaper. Commander Robert Moss, R.N.:
Physicist; 1935-36 Oxford University Arctic Expedition. A great association copy.
[139416] $375 ~ USD 300 ~ £230
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13.

Boissevain, Charles
Story of the Life and Aspirations of L. R. Koolemans Beynen (A Young Dutch Naval Officer) London Sampson
Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington 1885
xii, 268pp. Octavo. Bound in decorated publisher's brown cloth with black lettering and decorations to the
front board and gold gilt lettering to the spine. Dark brown endpapers. Corners bumped and boards rubbed.
Black and white portrait of Koolemans Beynen (frontispiece). Internally clean and an overall good copy.
An incredibly scarce book, not in AB. Written by a close friend of Koolemans Beynen, Charles Boissevain, after his
untimely death. Translated into English by "M.M", who is actually Minna Markham, the wife of the English
geographer and explorer, Sir Clements Robert Markham. The first English language edition.
[141142] $3,000 ~ USD 2,400 ~ £1,800

14.

Borchgrevink, C. E.
First on the Antarctic Continent Being an Account of the British Antarctic Expedition 1898-1900 London George
Newnes, Limited 1901
xv,333pp. + 32pp. catalog (dated 1.01)pp. Octavo. Original gilt lettered and illustrated blue cloth with gilt top
edge and original black coated endpapers. Photogravure frontispiece portrait; 18 full page photographic
plates; 183 illustrations in text. Four maps, including three folding coloured (at end). Publisher’s catalogue.
A fantastic copy with only minimal wear--clean and crisp.
Spence 152; Rosove 45.A1-a.; Taurus collection 24. Account of the
1898-1900 British Antarctic Expedition in the Southern Cross,
sponsored by the publisher, Sir George Newnes, to winter over and
do scientific work, then sail around the coast to the Ross Sea and
along the Ross Ice Shelf. The expedition was the first to winter over
deliberately in the Antarctic and the first to use dogs on the
continent; also, they discovered the northward movement of the
Ross Ice Shelf, made meteorological observations, geological
collections, discovered the emperor penguin rookery at Cape
Crozier and made the first sledge journey on the Ross Ice Shelf.
[105747] $2,750 ~ USD 2,200 ~ £1,700

15.

British Admiralty
South Polar Chart from Various Authorities with Amendments and Additions to 1927 London The Admiralty
1927
Chart size: 84 X 69 cm. The chart has one major fold line down the middle and then has been rolled. A couple
of old minor tape repairs, mainly marginal. A number of pencil notations to various areas. Minor surface
soiling, otherwise in very nice condition.
Very scarce Admiralty Chart published June 10th, 1927 under the supervision of Rear Admiral H.P. Douglas, CMG
Hydrographer. The chart shows the most up to date information, including the routes that both Amudsen and Scott
travelled to the pole, as well as "furthest south" points attained by vessels at sea. Most intriguing are the numerous
pencil notations and the route marked along with them. They include Sinking of the Endurance on November 21, 1915;
Shackleton's "Endurance" January to November 1915; Tottan's Landing; Theron's landing; the Polar Route of 1957
(Scott Base), First Base Hilary's Party and a manuscript compass. There is certainly some indication the chart was used
for the purpose of planning or publishing something. The only example we have encountered.
[140933] $4,250 ~ USD 3,400 ~ £2,600
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(16.)
An incredibly scarce chart showing the routes that both Amundsen and Scott took to the South Pole

Inscribed by David L. Brainard
16.

[Brainard, David L.] ed. Bessie Rowland James
Six Came Back: The Arctic Adventure of David L. Brainard Indianapolis Bobbs-Merrill Company Publishers 1940
305 pp. Octavo. Original gilt decorated blue cloth. Endpaper maps; 12 plates (including frontispiece
portrait). Engraved bookplate on front paste down. A fine clean copy with minimal wear.
AB 2071. Brainard was one of only six survivors on the disastrous Greely expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, 1881-1884.
The book is an expanded edition of the Outpost of the Lost edited by the author, but in 1929. This copy bears a personal
inscription on the half title from Brainard to John M. Kauffman the year after the date of publication. Brainard has also
made an additional correction to an illustration on page 79. The bookplate belongs to the person Brainard inscribed the
book to. Very scarce title, especially with the inscription.
[141837] $500 ~ USD 400 ~ £310

17.

Brogger, W. C.
Fridtiof Nansen 1861-1893 London Longmans, Green, and Co. 1896
x,402pp. + 32pp. (publisher's catalogue)pp. Octavo in original silver lettered dark blue cloth, coated black
endpapers with eight plates (including frontispiece), illustrations in text and three folding maps. Corners
bruised, some scattered light foxing throughout; a clean, tight copy.
A.B. 2225. Biography of Nansen with accounts of the Norwegian Greenland Expedition of 1888, the 1st Fram
Expedition of 1898-1902, and chapters describing Greenland and early arctic exploration.
[106843] $150 ~ USD 120 ~ £92

18.

Burberry. [Shackleton, E.H., Scott, R.F., Mawson, Douglas and Amundsen, Roald]
The Burberry: The Weatherproof Overcoat for To-Day, To-Morrow, Everyday. For Every Occasion in Every
Kind of Weather in Every Climate London Burberrys c. 1912
20 pages Octavo. Original printed blue wrappers. Gilt lettering on front wrapper. Past-on illustration.
Eight black and white line drawing illustrations; nine tipped in original fabric samples. An attractive clean
copy.
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An interesting piece of advertising ephemera. Many companies and suppliers of clothing, food, equipment and
instruments supplied their wares in exchange for being able to extoll the virtues of the products in their advertising.
There is an entire page devoted to what the important polar explorers thought of the Burberry waterproof fabric. A fun
and scarce bit of polar ephemera.
[141841] $200 ~ USD 160 ~ £120
A unique copy with the signatures of Richard Byrd and 29 other members of the expedition
19.

Byrd, Richard
Skyward. Man's Mastery of the Air As Shown by the Brilliant Flights of America's Leading Air Explorer. His
Pole and Trans-Atlantic Flights, Together with His Plans for Conquering the Antarctic by Air New York G.P.
Putnam's Son 1928
259pp. Octavo. Bound in full polished blue calf. Top edge trimmed, other edges untrimmed. Forty-seven
plates, including the frontispiece. Endpaper maps.
A unique copy of the book, being signed on the reverse of one of the endpaper maps and the back of the frontispiece, by 30
members of the expedition, including Richard Byrd. Most of the people that have signed have also indicated their rank in
the crew and one of the signatures is dated August 23, 1928. The list includes the supply officer, 1st mate, sailmaker,
fireman, chief engineer, cook, assistant engineer, dog driver, boswain, master, chief radio officer and medical officer. This
is the first Byrd item with multiple signatures that we have encountered. Since the signatures are well laid out we are
assuming that they were gathered at a single event.
[140915] $1,750 ~ USD 1,400 ~ £1,100
A wonderful artifact in immaculate condition!

20.

Byrd, Richard
Expedition Artifact (Message in a Bottle) Byrd Antarctic Expedition 1928-1929 Toledo, Ohio Owens-Illinois
Glass Company 1928
Small clear glass bottle. (14.5 X 5.5 X 3.5 cm.) Flat back with a curved front panel. Impressed on the surface
of the glass is an image of an aircraft along with the title and date. The bottle is in overall excellent condition.
500 of these bottles were made for the first Byrd Antarctic expedition of 1928/29
by the Owens-Illinois Glass Company. They were intended to help measure
ocean current strength and direction by writing a note giving the location of
release and sealing it in the bottle. After the bottle was found, the location was
recorded and its drift could be determined. By the very nature of the experiment,
very few of the bottles were recovered in one piece; this example shows little wear
and perhaps was never used for the experiment. The only example we have ever
encountered for sale. A wonderful artifact.
[141850] $1,250 ~ USD 1,000 ~ £770

21.

[Chimmo, William (1828-91)]
Euryalus; Tales of the Sea, A Few Leaves From the Diary of a Midshipman. London J. D. Potter 1860
[8],iv,332 pp. Octavo. Bound in 19th century straight grain blue cloth, perhaps a remainder binding. Gilt title
on spine. Top edge a bit dust soiled. Nineteenth century coated yellow endpapers. Twelve tinted and
partially coloured lithograph plates; two plates of line drawings. A bit of browning, more on the
preliminaries, but generally a nice clean copy.
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NMM cat. 902a. First edition. The author was midshipman on the H.M.S. Herald during her circumnavigation of the
globe and three cruises into the arctic regions in Search of Sir John Franklin. There is a second edition, printed in 1862
which is not much more than a reprint. Both editions are rare and very seldom come on the market, especially in nice
condition.
[141457] $9,950 ~ USD 7,960 ~ £6,100
22.

Christensen, Lars
My Last Expedition to the Antarctic 1936-1937. With a Review of the Research Work Done on the Voyages in
1927-1937 Oslo Johan Grundt Tanum 1938
16 pp.pp. Octavo in dark brown patterned paper covered boards. Paper label on front board. Map
endpapers. Twenty-five illustrations from photos and two maps on five plates. Other than a slight bit of wear
on the corners, a very nice copy.
Spence 204 (Oslo Edition): “a lecture delivered before the Norwegian Geographical Society 22nd, 1937”. Quite scarce in
either edition.
[141221] $400 ~ USD 320 ~ £250

23.

Christensen, Lars
Such Is the Antarctic London Hodder & Stoughton 1935
xiii,15-265pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth with black lettered spine. Endpaper maps. Several small ownership
rubber stamps. Forty-five tinted plates from photos, including frontispiece portrait; 4 folding maps. Original
highly decorative printed dust wrapper. Minor wear at the top and bottom of the spine and top of front joint.
Small old stain on front panel. A very presentable copy in the very scarce wrapper.
Spence 292; Jenkins p.89. Lars Christensen made or sponsored several voyages to the Antarctic between 1927-33. While
primarily there for whaling and sealing, Christensen had a strong interest in exploration and a lot of good work was
done, including several aerial surveys, photography and meteorology. A number of important discoveries were also
made. The so called second issue with the four folding maps are not present in the first issue.
[140531] $750 ~ USD 600 ~ £460

24.

Cobb, Arthur F.
Birds of the Falkland Islands A Record of Observations with the Camera London H. F. & G. Witherby 1933
88 pp. Octavo. Original mustard coloured cloth. Title and illustration on front board, as well as the spine.
Boards somewhat stained and a bit sun faded from being up against another book. Frontispiece, as well as
forty-six black and white photo illustrations. Internally a very nice, clean copy.
With the early signature of David Loader, dated 13 May 1934, on the front free end paper. An interesting copy of the
book which has a four page letter from the book’s author to Loader laid-in loosely. Also included are six homemade
Christmas cards signed David and Jean, all dating from the 1970’s to the 80’s. David it seems was in the military and an
artist which is talked about in the cards. The Cobb letter has the heading “Bleaker Island Falkland Islands”. It talks
about island life, local politics, family matters and Falkland Island stamps. Also included is a single page sheet with
reviews of the book. Cobb was a well known Falkland Islander and gives an interesting local account.
[141845] $150 ~ USD 120 ~ £92

25.

Cresswell, S. Gurney, Lieut.
A Series of Eight Sketches in Colour (Together with a Chart of the Route) by Lieut. S. Gurney Cresswell, of the
Voyage of H.M.S. Investigator (Captain M' Clure), During the Discovery of the North-West Passage Plaistow,
West Sussex Arctic Press 1998
tp + 4pp. (text) + platespp. Elephant Folio with title page and two leaves of text loose in paper wrappers with
eight colour plates and a colour map. Approximate size of plates: 17.5" X 24". Issued loose in the deluxe
leather bound portfolio case. Only a few examples were issued with this expensive case.
At head: "Dedicated, by Special Permission, to Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen,". A wonderful exact facsimile of
Cresswell's iconic arctic colour plate book. The original is virtually impossible to find on the market today.
[140946] $425 ~ USD 340 ~ £260
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26.

Danenhower, Lieutenant (John W.)
Lieutenant Danenhower's Narrative of the "Jeannette" Boston James R. Osgood 1882
x, 102pp. Octavo. Pale tan wrappers with black text to the front, back and spine. Illustrated with two plates
with the original tissue guards, including the frontispiece portrait, and a double-page map. Mild wear to the
wrappers, with a slight crease to both bottom corners and some minor soiling to the back wrapper. "Adm.
Melville's" written in blue ink on the half title page and a couple of words have been underlined with blue ink
within the text of the book--otherwise a clean copy. Overall, a presentable copy of a scarce book.
A.B. 3643. Danenhower was Executive Officer aboard the ill-fated "Jeannette”. His account was originally published in
the New York Herald, and in the introduction indicates an intention of later writing a more detailed account, apparently
never done. He died in 1887, only 38 years old. A scarce book, especially in the original wrappers.
[141257] $1,500 ~ USD 1,200 ~ £920

A rare item complete with the often missing plastic disk!
27.

Dash, Paul R.
The Cook-Ed-Up Peary-Odd-Ical Dictionary and Who's Hoot in the Best Arctic Circles Including Advices on
How to Find the Pole and Prove It, Geographic Observations Etc, Etc. Written by Degrees by Disagreeing
Fellow of Various Degrees of Fearlessness, Commanded Boston John W. Luce and Company 1910
[68]pp. Small octavo in original parchment backed silver paper covered boards. Title in white on front cover
and illustrated gray end papers with decorative illustrations. Complete with rare insert piece in envelope
tipped onto recto of the frontispiece.
A satirical look at the Cook-Peary North Pole controversy: "... By Paul R. Dash of 40 Degrees North Latitude (Meaning
Boston) Pictorially Punctured by D. C. Bartholomew. A Voluminous Appendix Has Been Carefully Removed". Rare
title and especially with the small plastic disk that is almost always missing.
[106040] $750 ~ USD 600 ~ £460

One of the early salvos in the pamphlet war between Arthur Dobbs and Captain Middleton
28.

Dobbs, Arthur
Remarks upon Capt. Middleton's Defence: Wherein His Conduct During His Late Voyage for Discovering a
Passage from Hudson's Bay to the South-Sea Is Impartially Examin'd; His Neglects and Omissions in That
Affair Fully Prov'd; The Falsities and Evasions in His Defence Expos'd ; The Errors of His Charts Laid Open,
and His Accounts of Currents, Streights, and Rivers, Confuted; Whereby It Will Appear, with the Highest
Probability, That There Is Such a Passage As He went in Search of London Jacob Robinson for the Author 1744
[12], 171 pp.pp. Octavo (14 X 22 cm.) Original full mottled calf. Corners and boards a bit worn. Spine ruled
in six compartments. New spine title label to match. Large folding map. Half title. A very attractive clean
copy with good margins.
With the contemporary signature of Cha. Waterford on the front endpaper. TPL 194, Sabin 20407. One of the early
salvos in the pamphlet war between Dobb's and Middleton which waged between 1743 and 1745. All in the series are
rare and the complete set of seven items made 212,500 pounds in 2014.
[140543] $30,000 ~ USD 24,000 ~ £18,400

29.

Doorly, Captain Gerald S.
In The Wake Melbourne Robertson & Mullens Ltd. [1936]
311pp. Octavo. Bound in blue quarter cloth with pale blue paper covered boards; black text stamped to the
front board and spine. Illustrated with six black and white plates, including the frontispiece. Inscribed by the
author on the ffep. Some sun fading along the board's edges. Bumping to corners and the head and tail of the
spine; cloth on the spine is somewhat worn. Binding a bit loose. Illustrated dust jacket has retained its bold
colours and has not been price clipped. Some edgewear to the jacket, with creasing and several small closed
tears along the edges. Overall, a clean and presentable copy.
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The Australian edition of Doorly's biography, including two voyages to the Antarctic as a officer aboard the "Morning".
Scarcely seen with the dust jacket, this copy also bears a warm and friendly inscription from Doorly to his "old shipmate
and ever-kindly pal", Phil Wallis. Rosove 97 B1 (uncommon), Conrad P112.
[141255] $575 ~ USD 460 ~ £350
All eleven plates present, as well as the first issue map and errata leaf--rarely found complete!
30.

Egede, Hans
Det Gamle Gr?lands Nye Perlustration Eller Naturel-Historie: Og Beskrivelse Over Det Gamle Gr?lands
Situation, Luft, Temperament Og Beskaffenhed; De Gamle Norske Coloniers Begyndelse Og Undergang Der
Sammesteds, de Itzige Indbyggeres Oprindelse, Vaesen, Leve-Maade Og Handtaeinger, Samt Hvad Ellers
Landet Yder Og Giver Af Sig, Saasom, Dyer, Fiske Og Fugle &C Med Hosf?et Nyt Land-Caart Og Andre
Kaaber-Stykker Over Landets Naturalier Og Indbyggernis Handtaeringer Kjobebhavn [Copenhaven] John
Christoph Groth 1741
[12], 131, [2]pp. Octavo. Full contemporary leather. Edges of boards rubbed; surface of leather lightly grazed.
Discrete professional restoration to head and tail of spine. Previous owner's handstamp and signature to ffep.
Edges of endpapers toned from leather turnins. Old repair to small tear in margin of folding map. Some light
age-toning internally, else a clean and tight copy of a rare work.
A complete copy of a Greenlandic rarity in contemporary binding. Egede was a Lutheran missionary recognized to have
solidified the Dano-Norwegian relationship with Greenland in early 1700s. He founded Greenland's present capital,
Nuuk, and was styled the Apostle of Greenland. The present work contains information on the natural history of
Greenland's plants and animals, as well as information on the culture of the Inuit. With eleven fantastic engraved plates
depicting wildlife and Inuit hunting, culture, and ceremonies; also including the rare 11th plate depicting Inuit sporting
games that is frequently found wanting. Also with the first issue of the map and errata leaf. Rare complete and in
contemporary binding. Groenlandica 150.
[137633] $5,500 ~ USD 4,400 ~ £3,400

31.

Ellsworth, Lincoln
Search New York Brewer, Warren & Putnam 1932
xxvii,[1],184pp. Octavo. Illustrated with plates from photos (including frontispiece) and maps. Original black
cloth with gilt lettering on front cover and spine in dust jacket. Top edge gilt. Dust jacket slightly soiled with
wear and tear to edges and a couple of chips to the corners, not affecting any text. A few old mild creases.
Arctic Bibl. 4574. Autobiographical, including detailed accounts of his arctic flights with Amundsen. Scarce in the dust
wrapper.
[121911] $375 ~ USD 300 ~ £230

32.

Fiala, Anthony
Fighting the Polar Ice. With an Introduction by W. S. Champ, and Reports by William J. Peters, Russell W.
Porter and Oliver S. Fassig New York Doubleday, Page & Co. 1906
xxii,296,[6]pp. Quarto. Original green cloth with gilt top edge. 108 plates from photographs and sketches,
including 9 in color from paintings by Russell W. Porter and J. Knowles Hare. Folding colour map (at end).
Arctic Bibl. 4938. Narrative of the Ziegler Polar Expedition to Franz Josef Land in the ship AMERICA, 1903-05, led by
Fiala. A very attractive and collectable copy.
[102123] $325 ~ USD 260 ~ £200

33.

Fuchs, Vivian, Sir
Of Ice and Men: The Story of the British Antarctic Survey 1943-73 Oswestry, Shropshire Anthony Nelson 1982
383pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth. Black and white illustrations from photos in text, coloured plates and
drawings. Endpaper maps. Pictorial dust jacket has not been price clipped, with minor creasing to top edge
and spine. A tight copy.
This copy has two inscriptions, the first one on the half titlepage is signed by Ralph Fiennes, not the full signature. The
second inscription is on the titlepage, signed by Bunny (Fuch's nickname). Both inscriptions are to Ken Pawson, polar
author and previous owner of this copy. Fuchs also signed the titlepage individually and dated it. Fuchs tells the story of
the 1250 young men who spent two years and sometimes more to further Britian's scientific prestige.
[102916] $250 ~ USD 200 ~ £150
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34.

[Franklin, Sir John]
The Royal Naval Exhibition 1891 The Illustrated Handbook and Souvenir London Pall Mall Gazette 1891
64 pp.pp. Octavo. Original printed decorated orange paper wrappers. Wrappers a bit soiled. Illustrated
throughout with woodcut illustrations. Single page map of the exhibit area. Text is clean.
In 1891, the Royal Navy had a extensive exhibition to details its history. It was
held just off the Thames embankment by the Chelsea hospital. It occupied a large
area and included a full size iceberg(!) and a lake. One of the galleries was devoted
to Sir John Franklin and included arctic relics, models, etc. The catalogue has a
number of woodcut illustrations showing many of the artifacts. Also included were
galleries devoted to Cook and Nelson. There are a number of different companies
that produced catalogues, this version seems much scarcer than others.
[140957] $275 ~ USD 220 ~ £170

35.

Friedlander, Adolph and Carl Hagenbeck
Sami side show advertising poster. Hamburg Carl Hagenbeck c1875
Original lithographic advertising poster. (77.5 X 56.5 cm.) Old fold lines are visible. A small amount of
restoration has been done, mainly on blank edges. Colours are vibrant with the image being quite clean and
clear.
The image depicts a Sami (Lapland) family with the mother, father and daughter being being shown in head and
shoulders view in the top half of the image. The poster was produced for Carl Hagenbeck in the 1870’s by Adolph
Friedlander (17 April 1851 – 7 July 1904), who was a famed German lithographer of posters and a publisher hailing from
Hamburg. He produced thousands of posters during his career. Hagenbeck left his home in Hamburg to accompany
hunters and explorers on trips to jungle regions and snow-clad mountains. He captured animals in nearly every
continent in the world. In 1874, he decided to exhibit Samoan and Sami people (then known as "Laplanders") as "purely
natural" populations, with their tents, weapons, sleds, near a group of reindeer. This poster seems to be the result of that
effort. He also tried exhibiting eight Labrador Inuit in 1880, all of which perished from Small pox. The image seems
quite uncommon.
[141855] $2,000 ~ USD 1,600 ~ £1,200

36.

(image on back cover of the catalogue)

Garlington, Ernest A.
Report on Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1883 Signal Service Notes No. X Washington Signal Office 1883
52 pp. Octavo. Bound in 19th century half pebbled black cloth and marbled boards. Gilt title on front board
with a small library stamp. Slight wear to the corners of the binding. Folding black and white map at the
rear. Two rubber stamps on the title page otherwise no other marks. A very nice copy.
A.B. 5548. This copy is from the from the Danish maritime library and has their rubber
stamps on the title page and the front board. This library, which has been around for over 200
years, has a major polar element and is an interesting provenance. This is the official report of
the second Greely Relief Expedition, June - September 1883, in which the Proteus was lost in
Smith Sound. An uncommon item with an interesting provenance.
[141860] $500 ~ USD 400 ~ £310
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37.

Goodsir, Robert Anstruther
An Arctic Voyage to Baffin's Bay and Lancaster Sound, in Search of Friends with Sir John Franklin London
John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row 1850

viii,152 pp.pp. 16 mo. Bound in 19th century half vellum and marbled boards. Spine and boards tips a bit soiled and
worn. All edges marbled to match. Marbled endpapers to match. A very good tight and clean copy.
AB 5919. Narrative of a voyage, undertaken in 1849, in search of the author's brother Harry, who
was the surgeon on the missing Franklin expedition, based on extracts from a rough journal. With
whaling Captain Penny onboard the 'Advice' they searched Lancaster Sound and give a good
description of the region, ice conditions, the birds observed,and whaling processes. Goodsir would
also accompany Penny on his second search attempt aboard the 'Lady Franklin'. May Fluhmann's
copy with her bookplate and signature on the front blank. Fluhmann was an amateur Franklin
historian and had a privately printed biography of Crozier published. A very scarce title.
[140913] $5,000 ~ USD 4,000 ~ £3,100

Inscribed by the author with an accompanying letter from the author to the previous owner of the book
38.

Greely, Adolphus W.
Three Years of Arctic Service. An Account of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1881-1884 and the
Attainment of the Farthest North New York Scribner's Sons 1886
xxv,428;xii,444pp. Two volumes octavo. In original pictorial blue cloth. Boards show a minor amount of edge
wear. Beveled edges and gray coated endpapers. Steel engraved frontispiece portrait in Volume I, 42 wood cut
plates and illustrations in text from drawings and maps, four maps (one folding), large folding coloured map
in rear pocket Volume II. Map is in very nice condition. Overall, a bright and attractive set.
AB 6118. Narrative of the United States expedition during the First International Polar Year, based at Fort Conger,
Lady Franklin Bay, on the east coast of Ellesmere Island. The expedition explored the north coast of Greenland from
Cape Bryant to Cape Washington, the interior and west coast of Grinnell Land and extended the mapping of Hayes
Sound. After the failure of relief ships the party made their way to Cape Sabine, Smith Sound where seven survivors
were rescued. This book includes accounts of the battle with the ice on the sea, the sledge journeys, the life of the men in
the camp and on the march, and the geography of the territory explored. Volume I has a very nice five line inscription to
“My Dear Swartz” and signed by the author. Also included is a good one page letter from Greely to the book’s recipient.
A common set, but in nice condition and signed by the author makes this example quite uncommon.
[140925] $2,000 ~ USD 1,600 ~ £1,200

39.

Grierson, John.
High Failure. Solo Along the Arctic Air Route London William Hodge & Company, Limited 1936
xii,305pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth with gilt title. Endpaper maps. Plates from photos (including
frontispiece). Original dust wrapper, which has a small triangular chip on the rear panel and a few small
chips on the top of the spine. A very attractive copy.
Arctic Bibl. 6194. Grierson's narrative of his failure in 1933, and success in 1934, flying solo from England to Canada
via Iceland and Greenland.
[105241] $250 ~ USD 200 ~ £150

40.

Hanbury, David T.
Sport and Travel in the Northland of Canada London Edward Arnold 1904
xxxii,319, 8 pp.pp. Octavo. Partly unopened. Five colour lithograph plates (including frontispiece) by E.
Caldwell, black and white plates from photos, and two folding colour maps. Corners a bit bumped. A bright
clean copy.
A.B. 6550. Narrative of 20 months traveling and living in the Barren Grounds and Canadian Arctic with an
introduction "Historical Sketch of Exploration in North Canada" by Mr. J. P. A. Renwick. This copy is in the preferred
blue gilt binding.
[140922] $400 ~ USD 320 ~ £250
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41.

Hannsen, Helmer
Voyages of a Modern Viking London George Routledge & Sons Ltd. 1936
x,216pp. Octavo in original blue cloth. Frontispiece (portrait of Amundsen), five plates from photos and one
illustrated double-paged map. Spine with a touch of fading. Top edge dust soiled. A touch of foxing on the
first few leaves, otherwise quite clean.
Arctic Bibl. 6622; not in Spence. Hanssen was with Amundsen in the "Gjoa" through the Northwest Passage, and also
on Amundsen's South Pole expedition. His narrative is the only published firsthand account, other than Amundsen's
own, of these two famous expeditions. The book has become quite scarce.
[103680] $500 ~ USD 400 ~ £310

42.

Hayes, Isaac Israel
The Progress of Arctic Discovery Address of Dr. Isaac I. Hayes, Before the American Geographical and
Statistical Society, New York, November 12, 1868 New York New York: American Geographical and Statisical
Society 1868
44 pp.pp. Octavo. Original Printed wrappers. Front wrapper is chipped along the edges and a bit stained on
the front and rear. A faint tide line throughout the pages. Coloured frontis map. A much better than average
example.
Compare A.B. 6788. This would appear to be the first printing of Hayes’s lecture and was published in 1868, two years
earlier than the version in the Arctic Bibliography. Hayes has signed and dated the front wrapper "I. I. Hayes Jan. 25th
69". The signature is a bit faded, but still very readable. A very scarce item, especially so with the signature.
[140934] $400 ~ USD 320 ~ £250

43.

Heimbinder, B. A.
White Conquest (An Epic of Antarctica) New York Privately Printed for the Author 1934
103pp. + 2 leavespp. Octavo in original blue cloth with frontispiece by Hilton Mirkinson and decorations by
Ben Lapper. Lacking the plain black paper box.
Rosove 1139; Spence 581. Copy 214/270 Inscribed by the author to John King on the front free endpaper. Poetry,
inspired by Byrd's first Antarctic expedition. Very Scarce.
[140930] $550 ~ USD 440 ~ £340

44.

Hind, Henry Youle
Explorations in the Interior of the Labrador Penninsula, the Country of the Montagnais and the Nasquapee
Indians London Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts, & Green 1863
xv, [1], 351; xiii, [3], 304pp. Octavo. Two volumes. Bound in the original pebbled green cloth. Spine titled in
gilt. All edges untrimmed. Original coated brown endpapers. Coloured litho frontispiece in each volume.
Ten coloured chromolitho plates; twenty-three woodcut illustrations; coloured folding map; single page map.
Complete with the original plate tissue-guards. Generally, a very clean, crisp attractive copy housed in very
nice curved back morocco slip case.
Arctic Biblio. 7105. Narrative of Hind's 1861 expedition into the interior of Labrador, specifically the Moise River
Basin. Includes sections on the Montagnais and Nasquapee, descriptions of the landscape, a history of Labrador, and the
Inuit of northern Labrador and Quebec. Scarce in the original cloth.
[140959] $2,475 ~ USD 1,980 ~ £1,500

45.

Hooper, W.H.
Ten Months Among the Tents of the Tuski, with Incidents of an Arctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin, As Far As the MacKenzie River, and Cape Bathurst London John Murray 1853
xv, 417 [1] pp. Octavo. First edition. Publisher's blue cloth with gold gilt illustration stamped to the front
board and gold gilt lettering stamped to the spine. Boards and spine with floral designs stamped in blind.
Rust coloured coated endpapers. Textblock edges untrimmed. With eleven full page plates and partially
coloured folding map. Bookseller's blindstamp to ffep. Discrete bookbinder’s ticket to the rear pastedown
near the hinge. Discrete professional restoration to head and tail of spine and corners. Some rubbing to the
back board. Some glue residue on the front pastedown. Previous bookseller’s blindstamp to the title page.
Internally tight and clean with only occasional light foxing. An attractive copy of the preferred primary
binding.
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Arctic Biblio. 7395. An account of the H.M.S. Plover's expedition to Eastern Siberia, Alaska, and Canada. With
sections on the customs of the native peoples of Eastern Siberia, Alaska, and the McKenzie River Valley. Hooper
ascended the McKenzie River and wintered at Deline (Fort Franklin) on Great Bear Lake and then returned to England
overland through Canada. One of the early “Search for Franklin” expeditions.
[141515] $2,950 ~ USD 2,360 ~ £1,800
A scarce, privately printed account!
46.

Hoppin, B.
A Diary Kept While with the Peary Arctic Expedition of 1896 [Caption Title] Np Privately Printed for the Author
1897
Octavo. Original grey cloth with gilt titling on the front board. Boards very slightly bowed. One plate and
one map. Very slight wear to the boards, otherwise a very nice copy.
Arctic Bib. 7401. A very scarce and privately printed account, apparently given to friends by Hoppin, who was the
expedition's mineralogist. The first issue of the publication has only 80 pages and it seems that it had so many errors
that Hoppin issued this revised later issue which has a full two page errata. There is also a variant copy in a green cloth
binding.
[141846] $2,000 ~ USD 1,600 ~ £1,200

47.

Howgate, Henry W.
Polar Colonization Washington Beresford n.d. 1879?
32pp. Octavo. Original printed wrappers. Spine professionally repaired. Wrappers a bit soiled. Two
Woodbury plates; folding map. Rubber stamp signature of author on front wrapper. A very clean, attractive
copy of a fragile item--a superior copy.
Arctic Bilb. 7454. Contains a review of recent expeditions to the Smith Sound region; outline of a plan for an expedition
to, and establishment of, a colony at Lady Franklin Bay, with a report on the Howgate Preliminary Arctic Expedition to
Cumberland Sound in 1877-78.
[102319] $1,250 ~ USD 1,000 ~ £770

48.

Innes-Lillingston, Lieut. F.G., R.N.
The Land of the White Bear; Being a Short Account of the Pandora's Voyage During the Summer of 1875
Portsmouth J. Griffin and Co. 1876
vii,151 pp. Small Octavo. Original gilt stamped blue cloth. Original coated brown endpapers. Gilt
illustration on the front board. Frontispiece; seven plates; large folding map at rear. A very clean, attractive
and bright copy.
Arctic Biblio. 10044. Rare! Lillingston's account of their summer voyage under Sir Allen Young to the West Coast of
Greenland, through Lancaster Sound, into Barrow Strait and onto Beechey Island.
[141647] $7,500 ~ USD 6,000 ~ £4,600

49.

Kane, E.K., M.D.
Access to an Open Polar Sea in connection with the search after Sir John Franklin and his Companions New
York Baker, Godwin & Co. 1853
24 pp. Octavo. Bound in 19th century half black pebbled cloth and marbled boards. Cover of original
wrapper mounted to front board. Small old maritime institute rubber stamp to front board and title page.
Folding map as a frontispiece. A slight bit of edge soiling to the title page. A very good copy.
Arctic Biblio. 8371. T.P.L 8305. A paper read before the American Geographical and Statistical Society at its regular
monthly meeting on Dec. 14, 1852. Reprinted from the Second Bulletin of the Society. This is the rare, separately issued
paper that Kane presented to the Society. Kane presents his views and evidence that an Open Polar Sea exists and offers
to lead a second expedition funded by Henry Grinnell.
[141646] $1,500 ~ USD 1,200 ~ £920
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A hilarious and rare satirical Klondike item!
50.

[Klondike]
Klondike Evening News London C.D. Stuart 1898-1909
Quarto (22.5 X 28.5 cm). Twelve issues printed on poor quality paper. The first issue consists of four pages
and the remaining eleven issues are all eight pages each. Paper is browned and fairly brittle. Edges have
moderate chipping. A number of issues have closed tears and the odd detached page. Overall in far better
condition than you would expect for an item of this nature.
An extremely fragile Klondike period ephemeral item. This satirical publication seems to have been published once a year
for the first two years and then sporadically throughout the year until 1909. The numbering sequence is consecutive, but
the Month, date and year seem to be part of the spoof with many of the dates not really making sense. The format is
basically the same as a standard newspaper, with articles, ads, and wanted/for sale columns. The theme is almost all
related to the Klondike and the day to day activities except a spoof on the events. Under society flashes there are the
following comments: “Nat Finnigan and Half Breed Sam are on a drunk in Dawson City”and “The Yukon Valley
Bathing Club will take their annual wash next Thursday, weather permitting”. Wanted column’s have comments like:
“Mr. and Mrs. Cohen have cast off clothing of all kinds, address 1208 Soandsew Boulevard, Chilkoot Pass”. Articles talk
about all manner of things including: Dawson City Notes, Sports, Kids corner, Wedding’s, jails, American News and
mining. All are a parody and only loosely based on actual events of the day. It seems, to my taste at least, to have been
brilliantly written, reflecting a great understanding of the events of the day and making reading the paper a great laugh!
The paper was published in London England by a printer that was associated with the theatrical world and we can find
no indication why it was done and what audience it was intended to entertain. The writer(s) had a great understanding
of the Klondike and how to be satirical. Much of the comments are not politically correct in today’s world! We have
been unable to find any other examples of the paper anywhere, single issues or a run. The very nature of the publication
and the quality of materials lends itself to the rarity. If you start reading one issue we guarantee you will want to read
them all cover to cover. We also have a number of duplicate numbers priced individually. Please enquire.
[141653] $2,500 ~ USD 2,000 ~ £1,500
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51.

[Klondike]
Souvenir Letter Dawson City. Y.T. Dawson City Zaccarelli’s Book Store c. 1905
8 pp. Oblong 16mo. Original printed wrappers. Seven pages of black and white sepia toned illustrations
based on photographs including a panorama of Dawson City looking north. Stapled as issued. Top edge that
sealed the folder has been removed, but the bottom edge is still present. Three two cent Canadian stamps on
the front wrapper, which have been canceled, and two circular cancels on the back wrapper. A little soiled,
but overall in very nice condition.
Not located in any of the standard Klondike Bibliographies. This
wonderful piece of Klondike ephemera appears very rare, as we can
find no other example. The item is a souvenir that was produced and
printed by the local bookseller in Dawson and intended to be mailed
like a post card. You have local images inside the covers and then a
spot to write your message on the inside of the front wrapper or back
wrapper. This very interesting item, in addition to the Dawson
imprint, has the provenance of being mailed from the Bonanza Creek
post office and was canceled there on July 26th, 1907 with four
separate cancels. The back wrapper has two cancels from Goteborg.
The souvenir is addressed to “Herr. Professor N. Otto G.
Nordenskjold”. The inner manuscript notations are also dated July 26th, 1907, but the name is not readable.
Nordenskjold lead a mineralogy expedition to the Klondike in 1898 and this would appear to be something a friend sent
to him after his return years later. The publisher of the pamphlet also published another much larger souvenir booklet in
1908.
[141859] $600 ~ USD 480 ~ £370

52.

[Klondike]
White Pass and Yukon Route Souvienir Cards White Pass and Yukon Railway Co. 1900
Single deck of playing cards in original blue slip case box with gilt lettering. The bottom of the insert is
missing, otherwise the case is in excellent condition. The box is slightly soiled. Fifty-six cards in total,
including a Joker, Map card, Schedule card and Table of distances. All edges gilt. Remains of original tax
stamp and a small booksellers ticket from Smith’s Bookstore in Dawson. The cards are in fantastic condition.
Each one of the cards shows a different image of the White Pass route
and the journey along the river to Dawson. Complete decks of cards,
especially with the Joker, are quite rare and more so in this condition.
Obviously an artifact as well with the Dawson book store connection.
[141851] $400 ~ USD 320 ~ £250

53.

[Klondike] Bobillier, M. O.M.I.
Une Pionnier du Yukon Madame Emile Trembley La Premiere femme blanche qui franchit la Chilcoot Pass
Chicoutimi Societe Historique du Saguenay 1948
(2),85ppp. Octavo. Original yellow printed wrappers. Stapled contents pulling away from the wrappers a bit.
Twenty-five black and white illustrations, including a single map. Overall a nice, clean copy with little soiling
or wear.
Not in Tourville, Wickersham, or Smith. Very scarce account of the “First white women to Cross the Chilacoot Pass”.
This is the only copy we have encountered.
[141814] $350 ~ USD 280 ~ £210
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54.

[Klondike] Millroy, J.J.
The "Map of Maps" Alaska Yukon Cariboo Omineca Cassiar and the Portion of the Kootenay Gold Fields
Toronto J.J. Millroy 1898
Original foldover stiff printed card covers, measuring: 11.5 X 16.5 cm. Wrappers are printed in red and black.
Each panel has printed text. Edges worn a bit. Large folding coloured map (60 X 95 cm) printed on an oil
finish paper. Map is in excellent condition.
Not in Tourville, Wickersham or Smith. Very scarce separately issued map of Alaska, Klondike and Northern British
Columbia showing the various routes to the Klondyke Gold Fields and includes a separate large scale map of the Lake
Routes to Dawson. The inner wrappers list nine different routes to the Gold Fields, giving mileages. There is also a two
page list of an outfit for one man for one year. One wrapper also gives details of Canada's mining laws. Prime Klondike
ephemera and very very scarce.
[141456] $3,250 ~ USD 2,600 ~ £2,000

55.

[Klondike] [Carey, T.J.] A Practical Mining Engineer
Klondike...And...All About It New York Excelsior Publishing House, T.J. Carey & Co. 1898
143,(1) pp.pp. 12mo. Original decorated printed wrapper. There is 2 cm missing from the bottom of the title
page and the first three leaves of text. This just affects the publisher’s imprint and there is a remnant of a stain
for the next few leaves, otherwise the text is clean. This missing piece has been professionally filled in.
Folding map tipped onto the rear inside wrapper and a single page illustration.
Tourville 832. Published in the Excelsior Library of Popular Handbooks No. 48 Aug. 1897. An attractive wrapper
starting with the statement "A Mine of Knowledge" and showing two miners hard at work panning for gold. Contains
the standard information needed from how to get to, the necessary equipment needed, and the Laws of the Land. As with
all of these guides from this period, they are very scarce in today’s market.
[140950] $850 ~ USD 680 ~ £520

56.

[Klondike] Fraser, James Duncan
The Gold Fever or Two Years in Alaska: A True Narrative of Actual Events As Experienced by the Author
[Honolulu ?] Privately Printed 1923
100pp. Octavo. Original green wrappers. Corners a bit worn and soiled. Bit of an old tide line along the
spine edge. Original staples are a bit rusty. A good copy.
AB 5212; Tourville 1638. Account of a trip into the Klondike via the White Pass then down the Yukon River.
[106218] $175 ~ USD 140 ~ £110

57.

[Klondike] [Le Febre, H.B.]
The "Soapy" Smith Tragedy Skagway, Alaska Shea & Patten 1907
24 pp. Oblong octavo. Original printed red wrappers. Outside edge and bottom edge heavily chipped, but
this does not affect the text. Old vertical crease through the middle of the text block. Illustration on the title
page and twelve full page illustrations from photos. A good copy.
Tourville 2672, Howes L229, Wickersham 1606 This is perhaps one of the earliest published accounts of the life and
death of the Klondike outlaw Jefferson Randolph “Soapy” Smith. Smith ran gambling dens, saloons through 1898 until
his demise in July of that year. The only copy we have handled.
[141844] $1,100 ~ USD 880 ~ £670

58.

[Klondike] Leonard, John W.
The Gold Fields of the Klondike. Fortune Seeker's Guide to the Yukon Region of Alaska and British Columbia.
The Story As Told by Ladue, Berry, Phiscator and Other Gold Finders London T. Fisher Unwin 1897
216pp. Small octavo. Original decorated yellow cloth which is much cleaner than normal. Top edge a bit
dust soiled. Text leaves browned and a bit brittle which is normal for this book. Forty-eight illustrations
both in text and full page. Folding map at the rear which has a few small fold tears repaired. A superior
copy.
Tourville. 2679. The author attempts to tell the story of the Klondike discoveries and provide a needed guide to the
current group of Fortune Seekers! Scarce especially in this condition.
[140919] $600 ~ USD 480 ~ £370
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(59.)

(60.)
A wonderful Klondike artifact

59.

[Klondike] [The Admiral Line, P.S.S.CO.]
[Vintage Letter Box] Pacific Steamship Co. To and From Alaska Through Skagway, To and From Alaska
Through St.Michael: Seward, Nome, Cordova, Valdez, Juneau Pacific Steamship Company
Telegram / dispatch box. Measuring: 23cm x 16cm x 4cm. Black metal box with an open top. Front is yellow
with black lettering. Paint has minor chipping. Edges show some wear. In very good condition.
The Pacific Steamship Co. was an American freight and passenger shipping company that operated from 1916 to 1936,
forming when the Pacific Coast Steamship Company and the Pacific-Alaska Navigation Company merged. The symbol
for the Admiral Line of the P.S.S.CO. is at the front of the box; it depicts a buoy and a flag of the Pacific Steamship
Company with their emblematic red cross on a white lozenge. The telegram box ties together the two gateways to the
Klondike Gold Rush: Skagway and St. Michael. This is a superb northern artifact in wonderful condition.
[141652] $750 ~ USD 600 ~ £460

60.

[Klondike] White Pass & Yukon Route
Photograph of the Ships Cook in front of the Forecastle of the Alaska White Pass & Yukon Route ca. 1915
Original silver print, black and white photo (123 X 173 mm.) Tipped onto original card mount. The mount is
worn and stained with a crease in the bottom right hand corner. The tones on the image are a bit dark and
there is a bit of silvering out, otherwise the image is in good condition.
An interesting, and most likely, one-of-a-kind photo showing six men standing outside of the wheelhouse, probably on a
sternwheeler. The back of the photo is captioned in ink: “Lee was cook on boat Alaska”. The person in the middle of the
photograph is wearing an apron and it appears is the cook. The boat is probably the “Aksala” 1913-27, which is Alaska
spelt backwards. The mount is captioned “The White Pass & Yukon Route” in large letters on the bottom. An unusual
image.
[141864] $225 ~ USD 180 ~ £140

61.

[Klondike] Ladue, Joseph
Klondyke Nuggets a Brief Description of the Great Gold Regions in the Northwest Territories and Alaska
New York American Technical Book Co. 1897
92,(4) pp.pp. 16mo. Original printed illustrated wrappers. Front wrapper has had professional restoration
around the edges and is a bit brittle. A small old marginal tide line in the bottom corner of the first third of
the book, which mostly does not affect the text. A good copy of a fragile item.
Tourville. 2581. American Technical Series No. 5 published September 1897. This version appears to be the first
American edition and varies from the Tourville description as there is a last chapter, V(Miner’s Luck), which is four
pages long and paginated. As the book was printed on poor paper it seems much scarcer than the longer work the author
published later.
[140949] $850 ~ USD 680 ~ £520
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62.

[Klondike] Replogle Charles
Among the Indians of Alaska London Headley Brothers 1904
vii,[5],182 pp. Octavo. Original red gilt and black decorated cloth binding. Beveled boards. Gilt title on
spine. Spine a bit faded and binding a bit soiled. Eight black and white illustrations,including a portrait.
Text a little browned. Overall a very good copy
Tourville, 3783. Wickersham 2670. Reploge was a missionary that was sent north to the Juneau area of Alaska in the
early 20th century. The book appears to have been privately printed and the profits from the sale of the book would go to
purchasing equipment for the cannery. Scarce.
[141458] $275 ~ USD 220 ~ £170

63.

[Klondike] Hassall, John
To Klondike Colman's Mustard Norwich? Colman’s Mustard c1898
Original Lithographic advertising poster from the late 19th century. (51 X 76 cm.) Minor surface lines
probably from being rolled up at some time. The image is generally in very nice condition with bright vibrant
colours. Very small pin holes in the four corners.
Hassall was an English artist specializing in illustration and posters. In 1895, he began work as an advertising artist
for David Allen & Sons, a career which lasted fifty years and included such well-known projects as the poster "Skegness
Is so Bracing" (1908). Between 1896 and 1899 alone, he produced over 600 theatre poster designs for this firm while, at
the same time, providing illustrations to several illustrated newspapers. It would seem that during this time he produced
this wonderful image for Colman’s Mustard and well represents the forlorn prospector on his way to the Klondike and
relying on the mustard. Seems very scarce especially in this condition.
[141847] $1,200 ~ USD 960 ~ £740 (image on back cover)
An attractive copy of a very scarce title

64.

M'donald, Alexander
A Narrative of Some Passages in the History of Eenoolooapik, a Young Esquimaux, Who Was Brought to
Britain in 1839, in the Ship "Neptune" of Aberdeen; An Account of the Discovery of Hogarth's Sound:
Remarks on the Northern Whale Fishery, and Suggestions for Its Improvement, &c. &c. Edinburgh Fraser and
Co. 1841
iii,149pp. Original straight grained decorated purple cloth. Original front and rear cloth panels have been
mounted on contemporary straight grain cloth to match. Gilt titling on the front board. Coated yellow
endpapers. Half title. Frontispiece. Two folding maps. Folding facsimile. Meteorological tables at rear.
Minor amount of soiling to the text. Boards with a small amount of restoration. Generally a very attractive
copy.
Arctic Biblio. 10589. This is the account of two voyages under Penny in the ship Neptune. It details Eenoolooapik's
visit to England and his return to Baffin Island. A very rare title indeed, with this being only the third copy I am aware
that has changed hands in recent memory.
[139641] $9,500 ~ USD 7,600 ~ £5,800

65.

Mikkelsen, Ejnar
Conquering the Arctic Ice London William Heinemann 1909
xviii,470pp. Octavo. Bound in original pictorial grey cloth. Gilt top edge, with all other edges untrimmed.
Illustrations from photos (including frontispiece); two maps-- one folding. Corners a bit bumped. The polar
bear illustration on the front board is clean and unworn. A nice collectable copy.
A.B. 11421. With the armorial bookplate of Captain C.R.E. Radclyffe, a big-game hunter and publisher, and a four line
inscription explaining where they met. An interesting association copy. Account of the Anglo-American Expedition,
1906-07, led by Mikkelsen and Leffingwell through the Bering and Beaufort Seas.
[141247] $425 ~ USD 340 ~ £260
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(66.)
66.

(67.)

(68.)

M'Clure, Capt. Robert L. M.
The North-West Passage. Capt. M'clure's Despatches from Her Majesty's Discovery Ship, "Investigator," Off
Point Warren and Cape Bathurst London John Betts, 115, Strand 1853
48 (including 3pp. ads)pp. Octavo. Original wrappers string tied. Light age-toning to wrappers, with some
soiling near edges; small piece from the bottom corner of front wrapper missing. One folding map.
Internally clean and in very good condition.
Arctic Bibl. 10565: "The three dispatches chronicle the activities of the vessel from Cape Bathurst, 1850, to Mercy Bay
where the crew abandoned ship, 1853. Includes descriptions of ice conditions in the Canadian Arctic waters around
Banks Island and in M'Clure Strait, and mention of exploration carried out". A great Search for Franklin rarity.
[141140] $12,000 ~ USD 9,600 ~ £7,400

67.

M'Cormick, Robert
Narrative Of A Boat Expedition Up The Wellington Channel In the Year 1852, Under the Command of R.
M’Cormick, R.N., F.R.C.S., In H.M.B. “Forlorn Hope,” In Search of Sir John Franklin; With Chart, Illustrations,
And Plans Of Search London George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode 1854/57
64pp. Quarto (32 X 25.5 cm.). Bound in original blue blind stamped covers. Gilt title on front board and
spine. Spine and corners have had minor professional restoration. Yellow coated endpapers. Inscribed
presentation copy to Robertson (name partially erased) on front free end paper. Frontispiece plus twentythree woodblock full page illustrations; one folding map, with hand coloured detailing. Slight wear to corners.
Very slight and minimal foxing on edges of a few pages. Overall, a wonderful attractive copy.
NMM I 923, Not in A.B., Sabin 43100, Tremaine 3279. This example of the second issue has a slightly different
binding and includes an extra four pages of text, after the appendix, entitled the “Last Plan of Search” for Sir John
Franklin’s Expedition. McCormick served with William Edward Parry on his fourth Arctic expedition, and attempt at
the North pole; On the Beagle for Darwin’s famous expedition, and James Clark Ross’s famous Antarctic expedition
1839-43. McCormick joined Belcher’s “Search for Franklin” expedition in 1852 and served as surgeon on the North
Star. The text comprises McCormick’s expedition journal, supplemented by “Concluding Remarks on the Search for
Sir John Franklin, the Probable Positions of the “Erebus” and “Terror”, and the Fate of their Crews”, “Suggestions for
the Preservation of Health in Polar Climes”, and letters to and from McCormick regarding the manuscript of his
account. The appendix (pp. [53]-60) features correspondence relating to McCormick’s attempts at forming another
search expedition. A very rare item and a prime collectable copy.
[141820] $18,500 ~ USD 14,800 ~ £11,300

68.

Manby, George William, Esq
Journal of a Voyage to Greenland in the Year 1821 London G. & B. W. Whittaker 1822
viii, 143pp. Quarto. First edition. Original boards. With twenty full page plates, including one folding.
Partially hand-coloured folding map. A number of figures and vignette drawings in text. Fore edge and
bottom edge of text block uncut. Exterior of boards somewhat worn along the edges; light bumping to the
corners. Some soiling to the back board. Spine has been professionally restored and a new paper title label
has been added. Occasional spot of foxing, otherwise internally clean. A nicely preserved copy in the original
boards.
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Arctic Bibliography 10844 (references the second edition from 1823): "Account of a voyage with William Scoresby in the
ship 'Baffin' into the northern Greenland sea... Westward and home along the edge of the east Greenland pack." A fine
description of early 19th century arctic whaling as practiced by the outstanding whaling captain of the time. The folding
plate depicting a whaleboat being attacked by a polar bear is particularly wonderful. The lithographic illustrations are
some of the earliest done in England.
[141463] $10,000 ~ USD 8,000 ~ £6,100
A rare item in wonderfully well preserved condition
69.

Markham, Sir Clements R.
Antarctic Exploration: A Plea For a National Expedition London The Royal Geographical Society 1898
15 [1]pp. Octavo. Original light blue wrappers with black print on the front wrapper. One map, folding, in
colour. Some toning and light soiling along the edges of the wrappers, as well as along the edges of the text.
Some chipping and creasing along the edges of the wrappers with no major tears. Overall, a well preserved
and very good copy.
Separately published by the Royal Geographical Society-- not an off-print. Contains a report of the Royal Society’s
Antarctic Conference, correspondence with the government at the time and a letter by Admiral Sir R. Vesey Hamilton.
This conference would be a significant catalyst for the formation of not only a British National Expedition, but a series of
nationally sponsored expeditions to different parts of Antarctica. An extremely rare item.
[141459] $9,500 ~ USD 7,600 ~ £5,800

70.

Markham, Sir Clements R.
The Arctic Navy List 1773-1873; or, A Century of Arctic & Antarctic Officers, 1773-1873 Together with a List of
Officers of the 1875 Expedition, and Their Services Portsmouth Griffin & Co. 1875
iv,[2],62pp. + [2]pp. (ads).pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth backed printed boards. Boards have been
shellacked at an early date and now are a bit darkened. Large folding map as a frontis. Map has had the
joints professionally strengthened. Text is a bit browned around the edges. Tipped in addenda. Other than
the darkened boards, this is a very nice copy.
Does not appear to be in the Arctic Biblio. Rare! A complete enumeration of all the officers that served in the Arctic or
Antarctic regions between 1773-1873 + a list of officers of the Arctic Expedition of 1875. Contains a lot of interesting
information regarding the Search for Franklin period. This copy has the engraved bookplate of the United Services Club
on the front pastedown.
[140643] $5,000 ~ USD 4,000 ~ £3,100

(69.)

(70.)
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The first in this series of pamphlet wars between Captain Middleton and Arthur Dobbs
71.

Middleton, Christopher
A Vindication of the Conduct of Captain Christopher Middleton, in a Late Voyage on Board His Majesty's
Ship the Furnace, for Discovering a North-West Passage...In Answers to Certain Objections and Aspersions of
Arthur Dobbs, Esq. Dublin Isaac Jackson, J. Kinneir and Z. Marineau and James Esdall 1744
[5],6-96,145-168,48 pp.pp. Octavo. Bound in modern half polished calf and marbled boards. Marbled
endpapers to match. Spine ruled in six compartments. Morocco label to match. The last ten leaves have a
small amount of marginal worming which is not very noticeable. Overall, a very clean and attractive copy.
Sabin 48858, Streeter 3636; TPL 187; NMM I-795. Arthur Dobbs, a wealthy and
influential Irishman, became interested in the Northwest passage and convinced the
Hudson's Bay Company was concealing it or obstructing its discovery. He was able, in
1741, to get the British Government to send an expedition, under Middleton, to Hudson
Bay to search for the passage. Middleton discovered and explored Wager Bay, and
returned to report that no passage existed from Hudson Bay-- this infuriated Dobbs, who
attacked Middleton in print, and led to the famous pamphlet war between the two. This
is the first of the series, published by Middleton in defense against Dobbs’s initial attack.
Very scarce, as are all in the series. Although the pagination appears to be non
continuous, as with many 18th century books, the text is complete.
[140539] $13,500 ~ USD 10,800 ~ £8,300

72.

Murray, James and Marston, George
Antarctic Days. Sketches of the Homely Side of Polar Life by Two of Shackleton's Men London Andrew Melrose
1913
xxi,199 pp. Octavo. Bound in original blue cloth. Gilt lettering on spine with dark blue rules at the top and
bottom. Front cover with blind title frame, dark blue lettering and outer frame lines. Twenty-nine
illustrations from black and white photographs, including the frontispiece, seven illustrations from sketches
and eighteen in-text sketches. Slight discoloration on the spine. The corners and the spine show slight wear.
Potential removal of a bookplate on front free-end paper, not detracting from the overall appearance. Very
good.
Rosove 236.A2; Spence 831. First trade edition. A scarce, classic Antarctic narrative by two members of Shackleton's
British Antarctic 1907-09 Expedition: James Murray (1865-1914) was a biologist and George Marston (1882-1940)was
the official expedition artist. At the end of the book there are also twelve “chanties” or songs that were among the crew’s
favorites aboard the Nimrod. This is a fantastic copy of a very sought-after Antarctic title.
[141623] $1,750 ~ USD 1,400 ~ £1,100

73.

Nansen, Fridtjof
Farthest North: Being the Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the Ship "Fram" 1893-96 and of a Fifteen
Months's Sleigh Journey by Dr. Nansen and Lieut. Johansen with an Appendix by Otto Sverdrup Captain of
the Fram London George Newnes 1898
xv,480; viii,456pp. Octavo. Two volumes. Publisher's highly decorated pictorial cloth. Gilt, red, and silver
titles and decorations of an icebound Fram to front board. Gilt titles and decorations to spine. Head and tail
of spines lightly bumped, else only light shelfwear. Contemporary school prize bookplate to front pastedown
of each volume, else tight and clean and virtually free of foxing. Also with address label from a British
Antarctic Survey member to front pastedown. A bright, attractive copy.
Nansen's account of the Fram expedition and his fifteen month sleigh journey to attempt to reach the North Pole. With
nearly 120 full page and in-text illustrations and a colour plate and large folding map of the circumpolar Arctic. Nice
copies of this set are becoming harder to find.
[136424] $300 ~ USD 240 ~ £180
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A wonderfully inscribed association copy!
74.

Nansen, Fridtjof; Chater, Arthur G. [Trans]
In Northern Mists: Arctic Exploration in Early Times London William Heinemann 1911
xi,384; (vi)416pp. Tall octavo. Two volumes, Bound in original blue cloth with gold gilt lettering and
decoration to front and spine. Head and base of spine and cover corners with very minor rubbing and minor
bumping. Endpapers foxed and toned as usual. Top of text block darkened and dust soiled. Colour tippedin frontispieces clean and bright; overlaying tissue guards intact. Illustrated throughout with black and white
drawings, charts and maps. Volume II has a two-page, four-sided August 1911 Heinemann catalogue listing
the book laid in with this title listed. A very nice, attractive copy.
Arctic Bibl. 11993. A history of arctic voyages from original sources, often translated specifically for Nansen. Covers
the discovery of Iceland and Greenland in the Middle Ages, the decline of the Norse settlements in Greenland, early
whaling and sealing, etc.. Wonderfully inscribed by Nansen, in the year of publication, to Lord Edward Grey, Liberal
parliamentarian, Foreign Secretary, and leader of the House of Lords. Inscribed association copies are very uncommon.
[140346] $4,000 ~ USD 3,200 ~ £2,500

75.

Nansen, Fridtjof; Chater, Arthur G. [Trans]
In Northern Mists: Arctic Exploration in Early Times London William Heinemann 1911
xi,384; (vi),416, pp. Tall octavo. Two volumes. Bound in original blue cloth with gold gilt lettering and
decoration to front and spine. Bindings are clean and very bright with little to no wear. Original printed dust
wrappers, which are complete, and only have minor age-staining. Endpapers very slightly foxed and toned,
as is usually seen with this set. Top of text block darkened and dust soiled. Coloured, tipped-in frontispieces
clean and bright; overlaying tissue guards intact. Illustrated throughout with black and white drawings,
charts and maps. A very nice attractive, clean copy.
Arctic Bib. 11993. A history of Arctic voyages from original sources, often translated specifically for Nansen. Covers the
discovery of Iceland and Greenland in the Middle Ages, the decline of the Norse settlements in Greenland, early whaling
and sealing, etc.. Overall, a fantastic copy in the very scarce dust wrappers.
[141857] $1,750 ~ USD 1,400 ~ £1,100

76.

Nares, Capt. Sir G. S.
Narrative of a Voyage to the Polar Sea During 1875-6 in H.M. Ships 'Alert' and 'Discovery’ London Sampson
Low, Marstion, Searle,& Rivington 1878
xl,395;viii,378pp. + 32pp. (ads)pp. Two volumes. Octavo. Six mounted photo plates, including frontispiece, in
each volume. Seven woodcut plates and illustrations, two folding maps. Half titles. Bound in original green
cloth with gilt and black decoration. Minor professional restoration to map. Spine a little dull, but a very nice
copy in the desirable original cloth.
AB 12026A. Voyage through Davis Strait, Baffin Bay, Smith Sound, Kane Basin, Robeson and Kennedy Channels to
Lincoln Sea; wintering of the 'Discovery' in Lady Franklin Bay and the 'Alert' in Lincoln Bay, northern Ellesmere
Island. Describes ice conditions, health, sledge trips to northeastern Ellesmere and northwestern Greenland with notes
on the wildlife, ice, coastal features, vegetation, etc.. The mounted images are Woodbury plates and not real photographs.
The expedition had two photographers, F. Mitchell on the Discovery and George White, the Engineer, on the Alert.
[124743] $1,850 ~ USD 1,480 ~ £1,100

77.

Norton, Henry Kittredge
The Far Eastern Republic of Siberia London George Allen & Unwin 1923
316, 4pp. Octavo. Dark green cloth boards with gilt lettering on front and spine. Minor discolouration caused
by fading to spine, as well as shelfwear to top and bottom of spine that has caused corners of cloth to slightly
split. Bumping to corners and slight wear to front and back of boards. Minor foxing to edges, beginning at the
end of text block. Black and white photo as frontispiece with more throughout and one fold-out map.
A history of Siberia beginning from the 16th century, with a focus on the development of its political system. Also
discusses social, governmental and economical issues the region faced up until the time of publication. Quite scarce!
[133143] $150 ~ USD 120 ~ £92
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78.

Osborn, Sherard & Geo. F. McDougall, eds
Facsimile of the Illustrated Arctic News, Published on Board H. M. S. Resolute, Capt. Horatio T. Austin, C. B.,
In Search of the Expedition Under Sir John Franklin London Ackermann and Co. 1852
iv,57pp. Folio. Title vignette in color, numerous lithographic illustrations in text, some colored. Two full page
coloured illustrations. Original cloth, lettered in gilt on front cover and with gilt illustration of ships among
icebergs. Original spine has had some professional restoration. A couple of minor spots on front board that
have a bit of bubbling. Corners a bit bumped. A very minor amount of browning on the text block edges
otherwise a very nice, clean copy.
Arctic Bibl. 22800: "Printed and published after the expedition returned home, from the five numbers originally
published in manuscript, October, 1950 - March 1951, on shipboard during the wintering of the "Resolute" in Barrow
Strait". Very scarce in any condition, but rare in this condition.
[141248] $7,500 ~ USD 6,000 ~ £4,600
A very rare pamphlet--not in any relevant polar catalogues

79.

Pim, Lieutenant Bedford
An Earnest Appeal to the British Public on Behalf of the Missing Arctic Expedition London Hurst and Blackett
1857
Octavo. Third edition. Bound in full modern polished calf. Gilt title on spine. Marbled end papers. Overall,
a very nice copy in a very attractive binding.
Arctic bibliography 13540. Very rare. No copy at auction in the last 50 years. In 1845, Pim was posted to the survey
ship, HMS Herald, under Captain Henry Kellett. For the next six years he took part in surveys in the Falkland Islands,
the western coast of South America, and north to British Columbia. During this time he took part in three detours to
search for the missing Sir John Franklin expedition. He transferred from the Herald to HMS Plover, wintering at
Chamisso Island in Kotzebue Sound during 1849/50, spending considerable time with the local Malemiut, before
returning to the Herald. He was promoted to lieutenant in 1851, and in April 1852 he returned to the Arctic, taking part
in the rescue of Robert McClure and the crew of HMS Investigator. Pim was the first man to travel from a ship on the
eastern side of the Northwest Passage to one on the western side. This rare pamphlet seems to have been issued in five
editions, all of which are just reprints. All editions are rare. This the first copy of this pamphlet we have had for sale.
Not in the Plimer collection, Brooke-Hitching sale or any other relevant polar catalogues we can find.
[141830] $12,500 ~ USD 10,000 ~ £7,700

80.

Priestley, Raymond E.
Antarctic Adventure: Scott's Northern Party London T. Fisher Unwin 1914
382 pp. Octavo. Original silver gilt decorated cloth. Top edge gilt. 149 photographic illustrations in total.
Three unlisted folding maps at pages 198, 212, and 376. A spectacular copy with almost no wear to the
binding. The silver gilt illustrations on the front board and the spine glisten.
Spence 939, Rosove 256 A1. Renard 1254. The Narrative of the six man party, under Victor Campbell, that was
dropped off by the 'Terra Nova' at Cape Adair for several weeks work. The ship was unable to retrieve them and the
party was forced to winter over under considerable hardship. Priestly states 1000 copies of this book were destroyed by a
fire at the publisher's warehouse, adding to its considerable scarcity. The copy belonging to Gosta Bodman with his
engraved polar bookplate on the front pastedown and his signature on the title page. Bodman was the meteorologist and
hydrographer on the Swedish Antarctic expedition 1901-1904. It is difficult to imagine a better copy with the added
bonus of a polar explorer’s association.
[141848] $3,000 ~ USD 2,400 ~ £1,800
A fantastic Ponting image of Captain Lawrence “Titus” Oates

81.

Ponting, Herbert
Capt L E G Oates by the Stable Door. London Fine Art Society 1910
Carbon Print mounted on card. (335 X 455 mm). Framed in an original polished black wood frame. Original
Fine Art Society label on the back titled “Capt. L E G Oates” and “No. 142”. The frame is a bit bumped and
chipped on the edges. The original paper label from the Fine Art Society is present. The image has not been
examined out of the frame, but the condition appears to be excellent with no apparent problems.
This and the image of Scott in the catalogue were purchased at the same time. The Scott image has the identical frame
and also has an extra Fine Art Society label on the back of the mounting card, which we assume this image also has. The
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image shows Oates at the stable door with his arm resting on a hay bale and holding a shovel in his right hand. He is also
wearing a balaclava. This image, like the Scott image, is scarce and no copy has been at auction in the last 10 years. It
appears on page 378 of Scott’s Last Expedition and page 285 of The Great White South. This, and the Scott image,
would make a wonderful pair for any collector’s wall!
[141862] $5,500 ~ USD 4,400 ~ £3,400

(82.)

(83.)

An incredibly rare Ponting image of Captain Robert Falcon Scott not featured in The Great White South
82.

Ponting, Herbert
Portrait of Captain Scott London Fine Art Society 1910
Carbon Print mounted on card: (335 X 455 mm). Recently removed from an old frame and showing the signs
of this on the back. Original Fine Art Society label on the back titled “Capt. Scott” and “No. 141”. Also a
duplicate of the same label that was removed from the original backing paper. A few light abrasions on the
edges which were under the frame edge. A couple of small smudges towards the outer edges, otherwise in
very nice, attractive condition.
A wonderful example of Ponting’s photographic talent, this iconic image shows Scott dressed in light winter dress with a
balaclava on and holding a ski pole in his right hand. The image does not appear in Ponting’s classic book The Great
White South, but does show up with a variant of the image on p. 486 of Volume I of Scott’s Last Expedition. The image
was chosen as the cover image for the exhibition catalogue “With Captain Scott in the Antarctic”.The image seems scarce
in the market place and we can not find an example having sold at auction in the last 10 years. This format and size
seems to be one of the largest sizes Ponting used for his prints.
[141861] $6,000 ~ USD 4,800 ~ £3,700

83.

Rae, Dr. John
The Arctic Regions and Hudson's Bay Route Winnipeg Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society [1882]
11 pp.pp. Octavo. Original printed wrappers. A couple of minor closed edge tears and a couple of small
chips, otherwise a very nice, attractive copy of fragile item.
A.B. 14092. This is publication No. 2 of the Society and is very scarce, especially in the original printed wrappers. This
paper was read before the society October 11, 1882 where Rae gave his reminiscences of his journeys in Search of Sir John
Franklin. Prime Franklin ephemera.
[140942] $1,150 ~ USD 920 ~ £710
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84.

Renard, Gaston
Antarctica to Be Sold at Auction by Leonard Joel St. Kilda Leonard Joel Autions 1994
x,244pp. Octavo. Original decorated wrappers. A few minor illustrations throughout. Complete with the
prices realized.
This catalogue of over 3000 items has now become one of the great sources on the Antarctic with many very obscure and
rare items being listed including many different editions of the standard works. Everyone should have a copy for
reference!
[133040] $35 ~ USD 28 ~ £21

85.

Ross, Sir John
Explanation And Answer To Mr. John Braithwaite’s Supplement To Captain Sir John Ross’s Narrative Of A
Second Voyage In the Victory In Search Of A North-West Passage London A.W. Webster 1835
8pp. Quarto. Original printed brown wrappers with black lettering. Foxing on pages. Slight tear on the
bottom right corner. Creased upper left corner. Small tear (1cm) on the right edge of the pamphlet.
Otherwise in very good condition.
A.B. 14862. This pamphlet is part of the pamphlet war between Ross and
Braithwaite concerning the boilers on the Victory. The failure of Ross’s
Second Arctic Expedition was attributed to the boilers in Ross’s “Narrative
of a Second Voyage”. Braithwaite defended his machinery in “Supplement
to Captain Sir John Ross”. Thus, in this particular pamphlet, Ross refutes
Braithwaite’s defense of the reliability of his boilers. There are two issues of
this pamphlet. This example, with a blank verso on the outer wrapper,
states in a letter to the editor of The Times, that Ross would provide gratis a
copy of his pamphlet to any of just about anyone that would want a copy.
This perhaps explains why Ross’s pamphlet is much more common than
Braithwaite’s. The second issue has an extra advertisement on the rear of
the front wrapper for Ross’s Narrative and the Appendix which appeared
much later. At the bottom of the page Ross indicates he will include a free
copy of the pamphlet with every supplement. An interesting and rare arctic
pamphlet.
[141665] $2,500 ~ USD 2,000 ~ £1,500

86.

Ross, Captain John (K.S.R.N)
A Treatise on Navigation By Steam Comprising A History of the Steam Engine, And An Essay Towards A
System of The Naval Tactics Peculiar To Steam Navigation, As Applicable Both to Commerce and Maritime
Warfare; Including A Comparison of Its Advantages As Related To Other Systems In The Circumstances of
Speed, Safety, and Cronomy, But More Particularly With Plates And Engravings London John Weale 1837
(xxiii)68pp. Quarto. 28 x 22 cm. Nonpareil colored marble boards. Black leather spine and corners. Spine has
six panels and five raised bands. Gilt lettering on spine. Bookplate on front pastedown paper. Frontispiece
and title page are a bit foxed, otherwise the text is very clean. Original plate tissue. Thirty-one illustrations.
Errata slip before the text. Slightly bumped corners and spine. In very good condition.
Captain John Ross (1777-1856), who was a Royal Navy Officer, first wrote A Treatise On Navigation By Steam in 1828,
a year before his second Arctic Expedition. He is the first naval officer to write about steam engines. This second edition
was reprinted after the second Arctic expedition by a less known publisher and appears to be scarcer. Only two copies of
this edition found on copac. In this work, Ross attempts to show the merits of the use of steam engines. Mid-nineteenth
century inscription on title page. It would appear the motivation for reprinting the title could be the pamphlet war that
Ross had with John Braithwaite regarding the boilers on the Victory. A really nice copy of a very scarce Ross title.
[141659] $2,000 ~ USD 1,600 ~ £1,200

87.

Russell, Frank
Explorations in the Far North Iowa University of Iowa 1898
vii,[1],290pp. Octavo. Bound in contemporary half morocco and marbled boards. Marbled endpapers to
match. Original front wrapper bound in. Uncut. Frontis portrait of author. Twenty-one plates from photos.
Folding map. A pretty copy.
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AB 15019. Narrative of the author's journey to Fort Rae and his life with the Indians, winter travel, hunting for
caribou, buffalo, and musk oxen in the Great Slave Lake Region and north and eastward into the Barren Grounds. Also
includes descriptions of the northern Athabaskan tribes.
[106123] $300 ~ USD 240 ~ £180
88.

Schulz, Gustav
Falkland Islands. South America Leipzig, Germany Julius Klinkhardt c.1888
Quarto(280 x 230mm). Olive green pebbled cloth portfolio with gold gilt decorations and lettering stamped to
the front and blind-stamped decorations to the back. Patterned pastedowns. Enclosed in the portfolio are a
text booklet, 20 loose photographic plates with captions, two early postcards showing Port Stanley and 3
albumen photographs, as well as a loosely inserted broadside (280 x 230mm) with a silver-print photograph
mounted to stiff card paper. Some minor wear to the extremities of the portfolio. Some toning and fading to
the contents; the albumens are a bit faded and the silver-print has some spotting to the mount and the bottom
corner of the broadside has 1’’ chip. A rare item in very good condition.
The Prussian born Schulz was an avid traveler and photographer who documented and published the photographs that
came as a result of his journeys. There appears to be a maroon coloured variant, both of which are incredibly rare.
[141865] $1,850 ~ USD 1,480 ~ £1,100

An extremely rare poster, with no other examples to ever come up at auction or mentions in any of the standard
books on Scott and the Terra Nova Expedition
89.

[Scott, Captain R. F.]
Memorial Service St. Paul’s, Friday 14th Feb. at Noon, Book to Mansion House Blackfriars London
Underground Electric Railways Company Ltd. February 12, 1913
Format of poster: Double Royal. 100cm x 64cm. Printed in black and blue on thin poster paper. Poster is
mounted on archival linen. A few closed tears that extend into the margins of the image. Overall, a clean
attractive copy.
Unknown Artist. Rare. This was the poster for the Memorial Service of Robert Falcon Scott (1868-1912) and his men.
He led the Terra Nova Expedition to the South Pole in 1910-1913. It was a British Antarctic Expedition which aimed to
conduct scientific studies, but its main objective was to become first persons to reach the South Pole. However, when
they arrived, a flag was already there-- the Norwegian Expedition had beaten them by a month. On the journey back,
affected by frostbite, sickness and fatigue, Scott’s team members all perished. In March, huddled in their tent, Oates told
the others, “I am just going outside and may be some time,” and stepped outside to his death. The poster depicts the
haunting footprints and sledge marks going off in the distance towards death. The memorial service was attended by the
King and other officials, such as Lord Mayor and Sir David Burnett. There is a short video by the British Film Institute,
on the arrival of these figures to St. Paul’s cathedral available currently on Youtube. The film also shows the huge crowd
present; contemporary accounts say there was around 10,000 people who couldn’t get in the cathedral and filled the
streets. The poster was printed on February 12, two days prior to the memorial service. There were only 500 posters
printed and due to the fleeting nature of the event and the short notice, the poster is very rare. It would appear to not be
present in the archives of The Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) or in the British Library. This is a spectacular
ephemeral item related to the ill-fated Terra Nova expedition. Other than the example in the Transportation Museum in
London, we can find no other examples anywhere, including in any of the standard books about Scott or the expedition.
[141649] $12,500 ~ USD 10,000 ~ £7,700 (image on front cover)
A wonderful association copy with the scarcely seen dust jackets

90.

Scott, Captain R. F.
Scott's Last Expedition, In Two Volumes. Vol. I Being the Journals of Captain Robert F. Scott, R.N.,C.V.O.;
Vol. II Being the Reports of the Journeys & The Scientific Work Undertaken by Dr. E. A. Wilson and The
Surviving Members of the Expedition London Smith, Elder & Co. 1913
Two volumes. Octavo. First edition. Original vertically grained blue cloth with gilt blind-stamped lettering
to the front board and spine, as well as gilt blind-stamped borders. Original buff coloured dust jackets with
black lettering and borders. Gilt to top edge of text block; other edges untrimmed. Eight photogravure
plates--including both frontispieces--eighteen color plates; black and white plates, which includes the folding
panoramics; in-text illustrations and eight folding maps, with one in colour. Former owner’s bookplate to
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front pastedown of both volumes, as well as their gift inscription. Dust jackets have been backed onto stiff
card-paper; professional restoration to the jackets, with some toning still apparent. Mild toning along the
edges of the textblock. Occasional spotting throughout. Newspaper clippings relating to the memorial
service for Scott, as well as an obituary for Dr. Wilson, have been laid in loose; two related clippings have
been affixed to the ffep in both volumes. Overall, a very good set with the original jackets.
Rosove 290.A1; Spence 1056; Taurus 77. The true first edition of this set, which belonged to John Rogers Charles.
Charles was good friends with Dr. Edward Wilson, having been in the same year with him at Cambridge. Wilson and
Charles maintained their friendship after graduation and the death of Wilson has been described as a life long loss for
Charles, a point which appears to be well illustrated by the various newspaper clippings that have been laid in the book.
A fantastic association copy!
[141843] $5,000 ~ USD 4,000 ~ £3,100
91.

Scott, Captain Scott
The Diaries of Captain Robert Scott. A Record of the Second Antarctic Expedition 1910-1912 [Six Volumes
Complete] Vol. I - Base Diaries October 1910- April 1911. Vol. II - Base Diaries April 1911 - October 1911. Vol.
III - Sledging Orders 1910-1911. Vil. IV - South Polar Times 1911. Vol. V - Sledging Diaries January 1911 September 1911. Vol. VI - Sledging Diaries November 1911 - March 1912 Tyler Green, England University
Microfilms Ltd 1968
Four volumes. Two quarto and two octavo. Bound in the original gilt lettered blue cloth. Printed on high
quality paper.
Rosove 294.A2. Facsimile of Scott's ' Terra Nova' expedition diaries held at the British Library. This high-quality
facsimile includes the expedition's Base Diaries, its Sledging Orders and Diaries together with the legendary South Polar
Times (complete with all its illustrations) in reproduction of the author's original handwriting. The British Library has
on permanent display one of the volumes and it is very moving to go see which page they have the diary turned to.
[106866] $1,650 ~ USD 1,320 ~ £1,000

The very rare pamphlet from the memorial service for Scott and the other members of the Terra Nova Expedition
92.

[Scott, Robert Falcon]
St. Paul's Cathedral Friday, 14th February, 1913, at 12 noon. Memorial Service for Those Who Perished in
the Antarctic Expedition early in 1912 London St. Paul’s 1913
Octavo. (213 X 168 mm.) Original printed wrapper. Title surrounded with black morning border. Single
rusty staple. Touch of light foxing. Back wrappers slightly stained from being removed from being laid
down. Slight older vertical crease otherwise in very nice condition.
After Scott and his valiant comrades perished on the return from the South Pole, the
British people turned the expedition and the four comrades into public figures of the
highest regard. A spectacular service was planned at St. Paul’s cathedral and it is
estimated over 10,000 people lined the streets with the hope of getting into St. Paul’s.
The memorial service was attended by the King and other officials such as the Lord
Mayor and Sir David Burnett. There is a short video by the British Film Institute,
on the arrival of these figures to St. Paul’s cathedral. The official program is very
rare, with no copy at auction, and I am aware of only one copy changing hands
before. See the front cover illustration for for the official London Transport poster
for the the service.
[141863] $1,500 ~ USD 1,200 ~ £920

93.
Shackleton, E.H. aand McLean, W.
"Troopin, Troopin, Troopin to the Sea" “O.H.M.S.” An Illustrated Record of the Voyage of S.S. “Tintagel Castle”
Conveying Twelve Hundred Soldiers from Southampton to Cape Town March 1900 London Simpkin Marshall,
Hamilton, Kent and Co. 1900
59 pp. Folio. Original blue, printed paper covered boards. Covered scuffed as usual but overall in very
presentable condition. Spine has had minor professional restoration. Contemporary signature on title page.
Frontis illustration. Numerous illustrations in text. A superior copy of a very scarce title.
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A very scarce early Shackleton item. Following the outbreak of the Boer War in 1899, Shackleton, who was in the
Merchant navy, transferred to the troopship Tintagel Castle as 3rd Officer. The ship transferred 1200 soldiers to the
conflict and this title is a lively account of the voyage. During the voyage, he met an army lieutenant, Cedric Longstaff,
whose father Llewellyn W. Longstaff was one of the main financial backer’s of the National Antarctic Expedition.
Shackleton used his new found contact with the son to obtain an interview with Longstaff senior, with the intention of
obtaining a place on the expedition. Longstaff, impressed by Shackleton's enthusiasm, recommended him to Sir Clements
Markham, the expedition's main planner, making it clear that he wanted Shackleton on the expedition. The only edition
of Shackleton’s first publication written in collaboration with the ship’s surgeon.
[141658] $3,000 ~ USD 2,400 ~ £1,800
94.

Sizer, Kate Thompson and Edwards, John
Sir John Franklin and Arctic Discovery and Crossing Greenland and Enrico’s Schooldays. From the Italian of
Signor de Amicis London Charles H. Kelly 1899
64 pp. 16 mo. Original red decorated cloth. A very small amount of soiling. Original
endpapers with an early presentation inscription. Old diagonal crease on the first few
leaves. Frontis Portrait of Franklin. 8 black and white illustrations in the polar section
of the book. A very clean attractive copy.
This scarce little children’s book gives a short history of the life of Franklin from his earliest
travels to his final fate. The second part gives a similar brief description of Nansen’s first
crossing of Greenland. It is interesting the last separately issued publication has nothing to do
with the arctic! It is certainly uncommon and this is the first copy I have had for sale.
[141842] $200 ~ USD 160 ~ £120

95.

Sobral, Jose M. (1880-1961)
Dos Anos Entre los Hielos 1901-1903 [Two Years in the Ice] Buenos Aires J. Tragant Y Cia. 1904
[7], 8-364pp. Octavo. Bound in original grayish-green printed wrappers. Illustrated Adelie Penguins in black
on the cover. Uncut on the top edge. Frontispiece. Includes 5 expeditionary portraits, 110 black and white
photos and 2 maps. Top of the book is dust soiled. The corners and the spine show slight wear. Front wrapper
has scattered soiling. The original grayish-green color is faded on the cover and the spine. Minor browning of
the preliminary text, otherwise a very clean copy. Very good.
Rosove 314. Very rare first edition. Two copies found in Copac. This is Jose Sobral’s first hand account of the Swedish
Antarctic Expedition headed by Otto Nordenskjold. Sobral was the first Argentine to set foot in Antarctica. He was an
Argentine military scientist and is considered the father of the Argentine Antarctica. Sobral was asked to perform
meteorological, biological and geological studies for the expedition. The Antarctic ship that was meant to return the crew
back home was crushed by ice and sank, thus, the expedition spent an extra winter in the Antarctic stranded. The
survivors were rescued a year later by the Argentine ship Uruguay. This is a spectacular copy of Sobral’s perspective and
observations during the expedition written in Spanish.
[141640] $3,500 ~ USD 2,800 ~ £2,100

96.

S.T.C.
The Little Fox: Or, The Story of Captain Sir. F. L. M'Clintock's Arctic Expedition London Seeley, Jackson, and
Halliday 1865
[1], 195pp. 16mo. Bound in the original blind-stamped cloth, burgundy in colour,
with gold gilt lettering and decorations stamped to the front cover and spine. Dark
green coated endpapers. Illustrated with four black and white plates, inluding the
frontispiece. Prize label pasted to the fly-leaf, presented by Carlton Common School
and awarded on May 23rd, 1865. Corners and the head and tail of the spine are a bit
bumped. A very minor amount of browning on the text block edges otherwise a
very nice, clean copy. very good
A lovely and very scarce little book that attempts to present to young readers a short and
simplified version of Sir F. L. M'Clintock's Journal, with additional information given to the
author by Lady Franklin.
[141266] $500 ~ USD 400 ~ £310
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97.

Tromholt, Sophus
Under the Rays of The Aurora Borealis: In The Land of the Lapps and Kvaens London Sampson Low, Marston,
Searle, and Rivington 1885
xv, 288[32]; x, 306pp. Octavo. Two volumes. Both volumes in the original olive green cloth with black
lettering stamped to the front board and an illustration stamped in black, silver and gold gilt to the front
board; gold gilt lettering stamped to the spine and the publisher’s initials blindstamped to the rear board.
Black coated endpapers in both volumes with a small abrasion to the ffeps where a bookplate was removed
from both volumes. Slight abrasion to the recto of the title page where a stamp was removed from both
volumes. Chromolithographed frontis in both volumes, as well as numerous black and white illustrations
throughout the text; one colour folding map at the rear of the first volume. Light bumping to the corners, as
well as the head and tail of the spine in both volumes. Very light foxing to the textblock edges in both
volumes. Binding tight and internally clean. A very good set of this scarce book.
Marked as the original edition, this book was edited by Carl Siewers and contains 150 illustrations from drawings and
photographs done by the author, Tromholt. Tromholt conducted a one-man auroral observation roughly 100 km east of
Bossekop in Norway; he also recorded details ethnographic observations of Sami life through his writing, photography
and illustrations, which are all featured in these two volumes. A wonderfully well preserved set of this fascinating study.
[141462] $850 ~ USD 680 ~ £520

98.

Walsh, Henry Collins
The Last Cruise of the Miranda. A Record of Arctic Travel. Profusely Illustrated from Photographs Taken on
the Trip New York Transatlantic Publishing Company 1896
232pp. Octavo. Original green cloth boards with decorated white cloth spine. Spine a touch sun darkened.
Original endpapers. Frontispiece. Profusely illustrated with photos from the trip. Single page map at page
131. very good
AB 19101. A US commercial sport-hunting expedition organized by Frederick Cook in 1894. The 'Miranda' carrying
some 50 passengers, including scientists, left New York on July 7, 1894 to hunt for sport in northwest Greenland and do
scientific studies. The 'Miranda' was struck by an iceberg and had to put in at Cape Charles, Labrador, where a number
of the party decided to hunt instead. After returning to St. John's for more permanent repairs, the 'Miranda' made its
way to Sukkertoppen, Greenland, staying only a short time before leaving port, but had to return after striking a rock.
Finding the ship to be leaking badly, Cook set off to Holsteninsborg where he recruited the 'Rigel' under Capt. George W.
Dixon to rescue the party. During his absence the remaining members had organized themselves into scientific and
hunting parties. During the return to Sydney, N.S. The 'Miranda' which was being towed by the 'Rigel' had to be
abandoned after she started to sink.
[141337] $175 ~ USD 140 ~ £110

99.

Webster, W. H. B.
Narrative of a Voyage to the Southern Atlantic Ocean, in the Years 1828, 29, 30, Performed in H. M. Sloop
Chanticleer, Under the Command of the Late Captain Henry Foster, F. R. S &c. By Order of the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty London Richard Bentley 1834
xi,[1],399; viii,398pp. Octavo. Two volumes. Modern rebinding in half dark brown calf with the original
marbled boards and endpapers; two red morocco labels with five raised decorative bands and gold gilt
lettering and decorations stamped to the spine. Red speckled edges. Map as frontispiece, as well as five
engraved plates and one engraving within the text in the first volume; map(folding) also used as frontispiece
in the second volume and an engraving in the text. Lacks the half-title page. Some rubbing along the edges of
the boards; top edge of the text block darkened. Water stain to the plate facing p.385 in the first volume.
Minor toning to some of the pages. Previous owner’s bookplate to the front pastedown of both volumes; this
copy belonged to Sir John Barrow. Occasional foxing, binding tight.
Rosove 344.A1; Howgego, 1800-1850, F16. Narrative of the voyage from the private journal of scientist William Henry
Bayley Webster who served as surgeon onboard the sloop commissioned by the Admiralty under the command of English
Captain Henry Foster (1796-1831), undertaken for the purpose of investigating scientific problems in navigation,
meteorology and oceanography. This set belonged to Sir John Barrow who, as second secretary to the Admiralty (180445), promoted British exploration, official and semi-official, most notably of West Africa and the North Polar Region with
attempts to find a north west passage from east to west through the Canadian Arctic. Barrow was also a founding
member and key figure in the foundation of the Royal Geographical Society in 1830.
[141476] $2,000 ~ USD 1,600 ~ £1,200
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100.

Wild, Frank.
Shackleton's Last Voyage. The Story of the Quest. From the Official Journal and Private Diary kept by Dr.
A.H. Macklin London Cassell and Company, Ltd 1923
[i-vi],vii-xvi, 372 pp. Octavo. Original blue cloth. Gilt decorated spine and front board with border in black
and silver. Illustrated endpapers. 14 photographic illustrations on 100 plates, 60 full page. 12 sketch maps,
charts, and diagrams in text. A wonderful copy with almost no wear and with only the slightest fading on
the spine. A much superior copy.
Spence 1259. (London edition) Taurus Collection 112. Rosove 349. Narrative of the expedition on which Shackleton
died and was buried at South Georgia. Wild joined Shackleton on his final voyage to the Antarctic in 1921-23. His
account, contains some of the last photographs of Shackleton to be taken.
[141854] $1,400 ~ USD 1,120 ~ £860

101.

Young, Allen
Cruise of the 'Pandora'. Extracts from the Private Journal Kept by Allen Young, R.N.R., F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S., &c.,
Commander of the Expedition London Printed by Wm. Clownes & Sons 1876
viii,90pp. Octavo. Bound in original blue decorated cloth,
with gold gilt lettering and black decorations on the front
board and spine. Light purple endpapers. Some very minor
soiling to the boards. Corners and the head and tail of the
spine have been lightly bumped. Previous owner's name to
ffep. Twelve mounted albumen photos with a view of the
Pandora in the ice used as a frontis. Colour folding map.
Royal Geographical Society rubber stamp on the title page,
as well as to the backside of the folding map and the photos.
The photos are in excellent condition with very little fading
and many still have the original plate tissue.
AB 19758. Rare! Account of a private expedition attempting to
reach the magnetic pole by way of Baffin Bay and Lancaster
Sound, then navigate the northwest passage, all in one season.
They encountered heavy ice on entering Lancaster Sound, reaching
Beechey Island on the 26th of August, examined relics of the
Franklin search expeditions, before continuing into Peel Sound
where they again met heavy ice conditions, becoming beset in
Franklin Strait. With no hope of further progress they returned
home. There are copies with a variant title page. The images
represent some of the earliest of the Canadian arctic and the Search
for Franklin sites.
[141135] $11,000 ~ USD 8,800 ~ £6,700
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